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Abstract

This article provides an introduction to this special section of James Baldwin 
Review 7 devoted to Baldwin and film. Jackson considers Baldwin’s distinct 
approach to film criticism by pairing him with James Agee, another writer who 
wrote fiction as well as nonfiction in several genres, and who produced a large 
body of film criticism, especially during the 1940s. While Agee, a white south-
erner born almost a generation before Baldwin, might seem an unlikely figure to 
place alongside Baldwin, the two shared a great deal in terms of temperament 
and vision, and their film writings reveal a great deal of consensus in their diag-
noses of American pathologies. Another important context for Baldwin’s com-
plex relationship to film is television, which became a dominant media form 
during the 1950s and exerted a great influence upon both the mainstream recep-
tion of the civil rights movement and Baldwin’s reception as a public intellectual 
from the early 1960s to the end of his life. Finally, the introduction briefly dis-
cusses the articles that constitute this special section.
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I, nevertheless, was the eldest, a responsibility I did not intend to fail, and my 
first conscious calculation as to how to go about defeating the world’s inten-
tions for me and mine began on that Saturday afternoon in what we called 
the movies, but which was actually my first entrance into the cinema of my 
mind.

James Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work1

To see his two loves, movies and books, fused together was, I believe, one of 
the great ambitions of his life. I’m sure that if pressed Jimmy would have 
admitted that he craved an Oscar almost as much as he did a Pulitzer. Yet he 
found a way to participate vicariously in the cinema and he certainly found 
a way to live in the glamorous lifestyle of its leading actors. But—and this is 
to his great credit—despite his many frustrations and disappointments, not 
all of which, by any means, could be attributed to his disdain for legal paper-
work, Jimmy never lost his innocent pleasure in the cinema.

Caryl Phillips, A New World Order2

Perhaps it’s simply that I see the world differently just now, having recently sur-
vived 2020, a plague year in several senses of the word. But even the usual line, 

that James Baldwin is an essential writer for our time, feels inadequate, shallow. 
More than that, though, I find myself musing on our ability to see more deeply 
into the world when we are living through a crucible of some sort—a pandemic, a 
reign of terror, a freedom struggle. Not so much a crisis of what Rob Nixon has 
called slow violence, since that might leave the trauma invisible to the naked eye; 
but just the reverse, a crisis that clarifies and orders the workings of the world into 
a spectacle, one whose pattern, whose raw dramatic power, had not always been so 
plain to witness in ordinary time.3

The film writer who most reminds me, just now, of Baldwin is James Agee, and 
there is a part of me that is surprised that I hadn’t made the connection earlier. 
There are, of course, reasons why the two wouldn’t be grouped together. They 
never met personally; one arrived as a public figure not long before the other 
departed. Baldwin, fifteen years younger, was a wide-eyed student of the early 
sound era of the 1930s. Agee’s birth year, 1909, made him a child of the silent era, 
and left him captivated for his too-brief life by such fossils as Charlie Chaplin and 
Buster Keaton, and by the film he considered the greatest of all time—or, as he put 
it, “the one great epic, tragic film”: D. W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation (1915).4 Of 
the same film, an unfortunate but inexorable fact of history which to Baldwin had 
“the Niagara force of an obsession”—a phrase Agee likely would have appreciated, 
despite the chasm between the two men in what they took from the film—Baldwin 
put it bluntly: “The Birth of a Nation is really an elaborate justification of mass 
murder.”5 How could these men be reconciled?

When Agee looked at motion pictures, even during his run as a film critic for 
Time and The Nation in the 1940s, he did so in much the way the old silent direc-
tors who flourished in the sound era did—King Vidor, John Ford, Alfred 
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Hitchcock, René Clair, Fritz Lang, Ernst Lubitsch, and Chaplin himself. Which is 
to say, he continued to see silent films, even when they spoke, sang, or otherwise 
made noise. But Agee was not—or not simply—an antiquarian, nor a primitivist; 
he longed for something new, if it could cut through the malaise of the business. 
“Music can be well used in movies,” he wrote in 1945:

and indeed I think the greatest possibilities have hardly yet been touched. But music 
is just as damaging to nearly all fiction films as to nearly all fact films, as it is generally 
used in both today. Its ability to bind together a succession of images, or to make 
transitions between blocks of them—not to mention “transitional” and “special- 
effect” and “montage” passages—inevitably makes for laziness or for slackened imag-
ination in making the images and setting them in order, and in watching them. Still 
worse, it weakens the emotional imagination both of maker and onlooker, and makes 
it virtually impossible to communicate or receive ideas. It sells too cheaply and far too 
sensually all the things it is the business of the screen itself to present. The rough 
equivalent might be a poet who could dare to read aloud from his own work only if 
the lights were dimmed and some Debussy was on, very low.6

This is a passage, not atypical of Agee in his film writing, of diagnosis. His attitude 
toward the broad run of film he was required to sit through week after week is one 
of nearly exhausted patience. And while those bygone days are never mentioned, 
it is clear that the old knowledge, the intricately grained memory of the silents, 
and Agee’s loyalty to that memory, have shaped his identity and vision as few other 
experiences did or could. This is the task Agee set out for himself: to articulate an 
ideal of aesthetic dignity and possibility, and in doing so to take the whole indus-
try to task for failing to honor it, or indeed, even to understand its existence. Agee 
is after honesty, emotional truth, maturity; what he finds instead, all too frequently, 
is corruption. “Laziness” and “slackened imagination,” a weakened “emotional 
imagination” that is shared by auteur and viewer alike—these are not simply lapses 
by the purveyors of popular entertainment, but signs of moral failure and dehu-
manization.

And here, despite their differences in age and race and so much else, is where 
Agee and Baldwin come together. “Slackened imagination” might well have been 
one of Baldwin’s phrases, pertaining not simply to the movies’ impact on the emo-
tional lives of moviegoers but also to the atrophied inner lives of Americans across 
all their works and days. In this respect, Baldwin’s litany of Hollywood’s under-
achievement in The Devil Finds Work (1976), a long personal history of moviego-
ing littered with painful knowledge and thwarted love, is entirely of a piece with 
his jeremiads against religious hypocrisy and militant ignorance in The Fire Next 
Time (1963). “It is the innocence which constitutes the crime,” he wrote in the 
latter book; and Agee, had he survived to read the words, would have understood 
and agreed: for he had said much the same thing across the years of his film 
reviews.7

It strikes me as well, in these after times of 2021, that each man had his cruci-
ble.8 Both of these events arrived at nearly the same moment in their lives, around 
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the age of thirty. For Agee, it was World War II; for Baldwin, the civil rights move-
ment. Both men identify a deeply American strain of dishonesty and evasion, of 
lethal sentimentality, of mass-market conformity that leads to poor habits of mind 
and heart. These are, in the judgment of both writers, mortal sins. Late in 1943, 
Agee warned of America’s “unique and constantly intensifying schizophrenia 
which threatens no other nation involved in the war.”9 Its cause: the geographic 
isolation of Americans from the battlefields, which was making the entire nation, 
already “a peculiarly neurotic people,” even less capable of confronting the realities 
of the world.10 “Our predicament is bad enough as it stands,” Agee lamented; “the 
civil and international prospect is unimaginably sinister.”11 Such worries were all 
in a week’s work; Agee’s column addressed the squandered opportunities of Amer-
ican motion pictures, from obscure Army Orientation films to Hollywood frauds 
like The North Star (1943)—“something to be seen more in sorrow than in anger 
and more in the attitude of the diagnostician than in any emotion at all”—to enlist 
the intelligence and courage of their audience.12 Of such hokum Agee wrote pessi-
mistically: “I am afraid the general public will swallow it whole. I insist, however, 
that the public must and can be trusted and reached with a kind of honesty diffi-
cult, in so mental-hospital a situation, to contrive; impossible, perhaps, among the 
complicated pressures and self-defensive virtuosities of the great studios.”13 For 
Baldwin, similar sentiments more frequently included his analyses of race, a topic 
that consumed him, but the conclusion was the same: Americans were almost 
hopelessly addicted to the “corroboration”—a term he used over and over again—
of their own fantasies, prejudices, and childish expectations.14 He himself might 
have borrowed Agee’s lines to describe The Defiant Ones (1958), an absurd fantasy 
of the unconditional Black love that exists for white people, or The Exorcist (1973), 
a horror film most frightening for “the mindless and hysterical banality of the evil” 
it presents even as it evades the much deeper and more threatening evil that 
resides as potential within all of us.15 Unlike most of their fellow citizens—that is, 
if the evidence of American culture and institutions were to be considered—Agee 
and Baldwin apprehended a moral urgency in the quotidian matter of lived, and 
living, history.

As Agee’s columns accumulated in the 1940s and Baldwin developed the 
half-century story of his life at the movies in The Devil Finds Work in the 1970s, 
both struggled to keep their ideals intact in the face of so much terrible product, 
even as they shared a childlike faith in the possibilities of the form itself. Their 
continuing to show up for work, armed with the hope of encountering something 
humane and transformative, is all the more impressive because of their investment 
in a popular form rather than a “high” one. The sordid origins and heavy-fisted 
proprietors of the industry, as well as the enormous proletarian audiences of the 
movies, added, paradoxically, to their import. This was not so much by choice as 
by inheritance.

They reveled in the lowest of genres, from slapstick to soap opera. Agee, in his 
truncated childhood in the hills of east Tennessee, and Baldwin, in his own Har-
lem predicament as a young boy, both discovered almost as early as they could see 
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that they had as much access to this world of light and shadow as anyone else did. 
Agee grew into himself in his earliest memories sitting in the dark next to his 
father (whom he would lose in 1915) as they took in Chaplin’s sacred pratfalls. 
With the very space of the theater marking the yawning distance between Baldwin 
and his holy, disapproving father, the very young Baldwin lived, comparably, in 
the orbit of Bette Davis’s ferocious gaze in 20,000 Years in Sing Sing (1932), the 
same gaze featured on this special section’s opener. With her “pop-eyes popping,” 
he saw his own face, and incipient ferocity, reflected.16 “I had discovered that my 
infirmity might not be my doom,” he writes. “My infirmity, or infirmities, might 
be forged into weapons.”17 Through this disquieting white starlet, who ran the 
gamut from ingénue to femme fatale—usually all at once—he began to fathom his 
own multiplicity. A decade later, he writes, Davis’s performance as a spoiled south-
ern belle who debases herself before her Black chauffeur in In This Our Life (1942) 
“had the effect, rather, of exposing and shattering the film, so that she played in a 
kind of vacuum.”18 Davis became “the toast of Harlem,” for she graphically exposed 
the white racial hypocrisy that American culture—not least of all, the Hollywood 
assembly line—worked tirelessly to hide:

The blacks have a song which says, I can’t believe what you say, because I see what you 
do. No American film, relating to blacks, can possibly incorporate this observation. 
This observation—set to music, as are so many black observations—denies, simply, 
the validity of the legend which is responsible for these films: films which exist for the 
sole purpose of perpetuating the legend.19

With “the truth about the woman revealed,” Baldwin writes, Davis has pierced 
through this institutionalized racial mythology from the inside, reminding him of 
the possibilities of subversion and humanization latent in American film.20 Bald-
win’s highest compliment to Davis—a phrase Agee might well have written—was 
to describe her performance of southern white womanhood as “ruthlessly accu-
rate.”21

For both writers, and irreversibly, the cinema challenged and supplanted the 
church; and just as both men lapsed in the formal religious lives they had been 
assigned as children, and became, somehow, more devout in their apostasy and 
profanity, their faith in the cinema deepened with each holy horror they encoun-
tered on the screen. For both men, the promise of the cinema remained, not unlike 
the “New Jerusalem” that Baldwin insisted, against all the violent evidence of 
American history, could still be wrought by people who groped across the abyss 
that divided them.22

They both forged a wicked sense of humor, and it accompanied them like a 
shield through the lonelier stretches, which were frequent. Agee eventually 
self-destructed, succumbing to a heart attack in 1955. His fall may have been 
accelerated by several years of journeyman’s work as a screenwriter, when he 
enjoyed the mainstream success that came far more easily to white writers in Jim 
Crow Hollywood than to those seen as non-white. Enjoyment, for Agee, was no 
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simple matter, however, and might well consist of compulsive overwork, impossi-
bly high aesthetic expectations, and dangerous sorts of self-medication. Baldwin 
himself, despite a series of near misses in Hollywood and elsewhere, never aban-
doned the hope of producing his own films. His sensitivity left him vulnerable, 
too, especially in a Hollywood setting in which he was hired, in 1968, to imagine 
Malcolm X not as a friend he had known and mourned but as a generic, and sub-
stantially deracinated, action hero. (Charlton Heston, riding high on the success 
of Planet of the Apes (1968), was among the list of names producers suggested for 
the title role. Baldwin, reading the writing on the studio wall, took his screenplay 
and left town.) Despite his own occasional self-destructive impulses, Baldwin had 
other compulsions, too, including his involvement in the civil rights movement, 
and a wide network of friends, family, and more than a few movie stars, which 
drew him beyond himself in ways that sustained him. And he understood his 
fame, in part, as an opportunity not simply to muse on the jagged pattern of his-
tory in front of an audience, but to intervene in that history in direct ways that 
might alter its course for the better. “There is never time in the future in which we 
will work out our salvation,” he wrote in the late 1950s, not about film or celebrity, 
but about the freedom struggle. “The challenge is in the moment, the time is 
always now.”23 The show, and the struggle, must go on, with Baldwin as producer 
as much as star.

Agee had rather less the street activist in him; and his death in 1955 delivered 
him from the more activist years of the struggle to come. But he, too—and in ways 
that Baldwin might have appreciated—had a sort of stage presence, and strained 
to do his part. He chafed under the impositions of Henry Luce, the mogul who 
employed him as a staff writer at Fortune and Time. Luce revealed his own priori-
ties in “The American Century” (1941), a Life editorial in which he advocated an 
updated, but not really new, model of American nationalism and imperialism, in 
which the United States should use the world crisis of the moment to establish 
itself at the center of the global order. Indeed, Agee’s chronic depression might be 
read as the cost of his ongoing exposure to Luce’s all-American brew of military 
might and earnest shallowness. Working for Luce at Fortune in the 1930s, Agee 
said, left him with feelings ranging from “a hard masochistic liking to direct nau-
sea.”24 A typical reply came in the form of Agee’s almost mystically reverent treat-
ment of Alabama tenant farmers in a routine Fortune assignment; deemed 
completely unsuitable for publication in a business magazine, this work became 
the basis for Agee’s classic collaboration with photographer Walker Evans, Let Us 
Now Praise Famous Men (1941). Agee also articulated his support for civil rights 
legislation, as he wrote to his former teacher and mentor Father James Flye in May 
1945: “I dislike the forms of discrimination which this kind of legislation is trying 
to combat. There are very few ways of combatting it, and on the whole I am afraid 
they are worse than useless; but such as the ways are, and poor as they are, I am for 
them.”25 Such a stance as this might have been surprising ten or even twenty years 
later among most white southerners. In the 1940s it was utterly remarkable; and 
coming from the same writer who would publish a lengthy tribute to D. W.  Griffith 
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in 1948, insisting that the late Griffith, in making The Birth of a Nation, had gone 
“to almost preposterous lengths to be fair to the Negroes as he understood them,” 
and defending Griffith against the calumnies of the “contemporary abolitionists,” 
Agee’s antiracism takes on an almost surreal quality.26 Perhaps, though—and 
again, in ways Baldwin would recognize—it was more instinctive than intentional, 
the expression of an uncomplicated humanism in a complicated world.

In the last year of World War II, Agee wrote to Father Flye of his halcyon vision:

I begin to want to write a weekly column for some newspaper or magazine—very 
miscellaneous but in general, detailed topical analysis of the very swift and sinister 
decline and perversion of all that might be meant by individualism, a sense of evil, a 
sense of tragedy, a sense of moral vigilance or discrimination; the perversion of virtu-
ally all nominal rationalism to the most irrational sort of uses and ends; the fear of the 
so-called irrational, the mock-revival of mock-religion; and well, etc. etc.27

To a great extent, this miscellany is what he was already producing in his film 
criticism, especially in the longer reviews for The Nation, but even, with some 
regularity, in the haiku-like buckshot of his Time coverage. Agee’s film writing 
provided persistent autobiographical traces of the sort that left little doubt as to 
the tenacity of his perception and belief. “Decline and perversion” were mere evi-
dence of the potential for human grandeur; “evil” and “tragedy,” reminders of the 
dignity of man; “moral vigilance,” the highest aim of his work. So too with Bald-
win, whose ambition and commitment are everywhere in these lines. From back-
grounds starkly different—or perhaps not—these men shared a civilization in 
flight from itself, and as they bore witness to its misdeeds and attempted escapes, 
they suffered dearly for the insights they carried within themselves.

My own halcyon vision, tailored to my own after times: to discover in the 
archives some grainy old television footage, the two of them sitting at the table and 
talking movies, shaking their heads in disbelief and amusement, shoring up their 
shared humanism, and ours—the New Jerusalem on celluloid.

*****

Film is such a big topic in Baldwin’s life and career that it can almost be invisible 
at times, like geological time or climate change or some other pattern whose scale 
renders it, most of the time, invisible. He had a lifelong relationship with the mov-
ies, a relationship every bit as complicated as his relationships with literature and 
with many of the people in his family and inner circle. Baldwin’s relationship with 
film, meanwhile, is not just one thing; it takes many forms, and it changes a great 
deal over the course of his life. What’s more, it seems to have changed consider-
ably, or we have changed enough to see it anew, in the decades since his death.

Baldwin’s career also coincided with the rise of television, which necessarily 
transformed his relationship with the movies of his youth. Television was met with 
utopian fantasies by some Blacks who knew the indignities of the Jim Crow studio 
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system all too well. Perhaps the new medium, which was not subject to the same 
forces of censorship and self-regulation that had contorted the Black face into a 
grotesque minstrel rictus, would bring about better portraits of Black lives, and 
better opportunities for Black performers. This was a widely shared hope at 
mid-century, just as Baldwin was beginning to publish his writing. Baldwin’s 
celebrity in the following years would owe a great deal to his television appear-
ances, which were numerous and varied, and went well beyond the talk-show cir-
cuit: from his 1963 interview with Kenneth Clark on New York’s WGBH to Take 
This Hammer (1964), produced for national broadcast by San Francisco’s KQED; 
from his 1965 debate with William F. Buckley at Cambridge to his spirited repar-
tee with Dick Gregory and West Indian students in London in Baldwin’s  Nigger 
(1968). And even as Baldwin’s fiction and drama went unproduced by Hollywood, 
there were several television adaptations of his work, from a German- 
language production of his play Blues für Mister Charlie (1969), which was filmed 
in Vienna, to the PBS production of Go Tell It on the Mountain (1985) that Bald-
win enjoyed not least because it received prominent coverage in that all-important 
organ of American intellectual life, TV Guide.

Television created an identity crisis for Hollywood, and over the course of the 
1960s and 1970s the movies struggled to reinvent themselves amid the very forces 
of American discontent that Baldwin was documenting in his writings and televi-
sion appearances. While The Devil Finds Work did not address television in much 
detail or explicitness, it was published during a major upheaval in American cin-
ema, and Baldwin experienced the moment as an opportunity—yet another one, 
as the civil rights movement had been—slipping away. The studios struggled with 
bankruptcies. Longtime industry leaders no longer trusted themselves to predict 
what audiences wanted to watch, even as televised images of civil rights protests 
and the Vietnam War were broadcast, daily, into the living rooms of millions of 
Americans. An insurgency of film school brats and other outsiders seized the 
opening and became “canonical” in due time: Francis Ford Coppola, George 
Lucas, Steven Spielberg, Woody Allen, Martin Scorsese, Hal Ashby, Robert Alt-
man; but also the likes Melvin Van Peebles and Gordon Parks, who proved consid-
erably more bankable than the radical, genre-defying L.A. Rebellion cohort 
coming out of UCLA. Television exerted its own gravitational force, providing a 
venue for commentary and critique of Hollywood’s mythology even as it shaped 
Hollywood simply by virtue of its own huge presence in American life. In the 
context of this blue light, Baldwin’s appearances on The Dick Cavett Show, in 
which he continued to disturb the peace amid an early 1970s hangover of benign 
neglect, suggest that television, more than the big screen, may have been his most 
apt medium, even as he pined for that elusive Oscar. This was appropriate, too, in 
the sense that television had served, far better than the cinema, as the medium of 
the civil rights movement. Baldwin washed his hands of Hollywood’s adaptation 
of, and to, civil rights in such evasive, snail-paced vehicles as In the Heat of the 
Night and Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner (both 1967). Meanwhile, and despite his 
occasional reservations about the lethally reassuring presence of television in 
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American life, he seized the opening it offered, becoming a small-screen provoca-
teur and flâneur, a troubling, charming, witness-bearing, truth-telling visitor from 
that singular world of his own making—the cinema of his mind.

*****

The idea for this special section emerged from a roundtable at the Modern Lan-
guage Association’s conference in Seattle, which took place in January 2020, a few 
weeks before Covid precipitated our long isolation. That session, “Finding Work 
for the Devil: James Baldwin on Film,” included the participation of Rich Blint, 
Justin A. Joyce, Quentin Miller, Karen Thorsen, and myself, and spurred a series 
of conversations among various attendees and ourselves in subsequent weeks and 
months. Over the course of an exceptionally tumultuous and difficult year, these 
articles were written.

Karen Thorsen’s “The Disorder of Life: James Baldwin on My Shoulder, Part 
Two,” is the second serialization of her memoir; “Part One” was published in vol-
ume 6 of James Baldwin Review. Thorsen directed James Baldwin: The Price of the 
Ticket (1990) after plans to collaborate on a film with Baldwin were interrupted by 
his terminal illness in 1987. This second part of her memoir offers an invaluable 
look at Baldwin’s late-career views of his work, in print and in action, and also on 
film, since the civil rights era. It is also a portrait of Baldwin’s interest in young 
people, their aspirations and ideals, as he aged and reflected on his own youth. 
Thorsen’s own quest had taken her to France, to Vietnam, and, in a rather unlikely 
way, into the orbit of the great cinéma vérité filmmakers Albert and David Mays-
les, where she forged a filmmaking career of her own. Her account makes it clear 
that Baldwin, at the point of their meeting, valued her wide-ranging curiosity 
about the world, and her model of social commitment in the face of contemporary 
global affairs, at least as much as he cared about her background in film.

In “The Devil Finds Work: A Hollywood Love Story (as Written by James Bald-
win),” D. Quentin Miller revisits this most vexing of Baldwin’s books. Many read-
ers have struggled to classify The Devil Finds Work, and have ended up comparing 
it, usually unfavorably, to earlier works—and particularly to The Fire Next Time, 
an extended essay that likewise combines memoir with other modes of storytell-
ing and analysis in the service of larger claims regarding race, culture, and Amer-
ican citizenship. Miller breaks with this critical tradition, suggesting instead that a 
more apt comparison may be to Baldwin’s fiction. The “love story” in Baldwin’s 
long relationship with the movies, he finds, has striking parallels with the love 
story in Giovanni’s Room (1956), Baldwin’s second novel. In seeing The Devil Finds 
Work as the story of a failed love affair, Miller positions Baldwin’s film criticism 
anew, and reads across Baldwin’s multifaceted career a larger sense of coherence 
and integration.

In “Another Cinema: James Baldwin’s Search for a New Film Form,” Hayley 
O’Malley combines readings of archival documents, literature, film, and print cul-
ture to examine three distinct modes in Baldwin’s ongoing quest to revolutionize 
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film for his own purposes. Literature, she argues, served as a key site to practice 
being a filmmaker. Beginning as early as Go Tell It on the Mountain (1953), Bald-
win adapted cinematic grammars in his fiction and portrayed moviegoing in such 
a way that he could, in effect, direct his own movies, turning the novel and the 
short story into alternative genres of filmmaking. In the 1960s, Baldwin took a 
more direct route to making movies, as he composed screenplays, formed several 
production companies, and attempted to work in both Hollywood and the inde-
pendent film scene in Europe. Finally, O’Malley explores how Baldwin sought to 
change cinema not only by trying to work behind the camera, but also by per-
forming in front of it, in particular during his collaboration on Dick Fontaine and 
Pat Hartley’s documentary I Heard It Through the Grapevine (1982). This little- 
known film follows Baldwin as he revisits key sites from the civil rights movement 
and reconnects with activist friends as he endeavors to construct a revisionist his-
tory of race in America and to develop a media practice capable of honoring Black 
communities.

Peter Lurie’s “Everybody’s Protest Cinema: Baldwin, Racial Melancholy, and the 
Black Middle Ground” uses Baldwin’s 1949 critique of the protest novel to con-
sider its corollary in the 1990s New Black Cinema. Reading that tradition, and 
particularly Spike Lee’s Malcolm X (1992), against more recent films by Barry Jen-
kins and the collaboration of Joe Talbot and Jimmy Fails, Lurie argues for the 
resurgent importance of Baldwin’s critical model and its ethics as well as his aes-
thetics across the three decades since Malcolm X emerged as perhaps the most 
influential Black film of its time. Jenkins’s adaption of If Beale Street Could Talk 
(2018) and Talbot and Fails’s The Last Black Man in San Francisco (2019) offer a 
cinematic version of racial narrative at odds with the protest tradition Lurie asso-
ciates with Lee and other earlier Black directors, a cinema we may see as both a 
direct and an indirect legacy of Baldwin’s views on African American culture.

In one of his last television appearances, a December 1986 C-SPAN broadcast 
of Baldwin’s speech at the National Press Club in Washington, DC, he was asked 
his opinion of a new film called She’s Gotta Have It. The crowd, and Baldwin, gig-
gled at the mention of the title—a moment of levity in the midst of hard questions 
about the Cold War, South Africa, and African American history. With a grin, 
Baldwin said he hadn’t seen it. Nor would he live to see the enormous, rich tradi-
tion of African American cinema that has been produced since those early films 
of Spike Lee were released. It is a body of filmmaking that continues to reveal—
perhaps more now than ever, as Peter Lurie senses—Baldwin’s abiding influence 
upon the thought and expression of contemporary Black culture.

Baldwin did, however, call forth a vision of historical continuity in his speech, 
implicating the institutions of American film in an ignoble past that continued to 
shape the present:

We can see if we examine our legends that very shortly after I was discovered in 
Africa, where I was the sometimes noble savage, in the twinkling of an eye, after the 
Middle Passage, I am found on the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer backlot, singing and 
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dancing, the noble savage now transformed into the happy darky. No one quite knows 
how this happened. We are living with these myths until today. And it corrupts the 
view from here.28

His closing remarks that day, some of the last lines he delivered before a camera, 
considered these tired, racist images even as they hinted at other possible futures. 
Baldwin had survived the American century long enough to witness how disas-
trously white supremacy in domestic affairs, including those of Hollywood, had 
stunted American understanding of the rest of the world. He wanted to hope for 
something else:

The reason it is important now is that, out of this endeavor, what we call the white 
American has created only the nigger he wants to see. The reason that’s important and 
terrifying and corrupts the view from here is because when this same white man looks 
around the world, he sees only the nigger he wants to see. And that is mortally dan-
gerous for the future of this country, for our present fortunes. The world is full of all 
kinds of people who live quite beyond the confines of the American imagination and 
who have nothing whatever to do with the guilt-ridden vision of the world which 
controls so much of our life and our thinking, and which paralyzes very nearly our 
moral sense. We are living in a world in which everybody and everything is interde-
pendent. It is not white, this world. It is not black either. The future of this world 
depends on everyone in this room, and that future depends on to what extent and by 
what means we liberate ourselves from a vocabulary which now cannot bear the 
weight of reality. Thank you.29

I hope that JBR readers will receive this special section’s scholarship in the Bald-
winian spirit in which it has been produced: for even as it speaks in urgent ways to 
the problems of the present, it is hardly the last word in the conversation. The scale 
and complexity of Baldwin’s relationship with film, and the as-yet-unproduced 
nature of the future, make it so. I know that there will be a great deal more for all 
of us, individually and collaboratively, to say and do, as we seek to bend these after 
times to good purpose, as we attempt, several decades late, to trade in the Ameri-
can century for something better.
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ESSAY

The Disorder of Life: James Baldwin on 
My Shoulder, Part Two

Karen Thorsen

Abstract

Filmmaker Karen Thorsen gave us James Baldwin: The Price of the Ticket, the 
award-winning documentary that is now considered a classic. First broadcast on 
PBS/American Masters in August, 1989—just days after what would have been 
Baldwin’s sixty-fifth birthday—the film premiered at the Sundance Film Festival 
in 1990. It was not the film Thorsen intended to make. Beginning in 1986, Baldwin 
and Thorsen had been collaborating on a very different film project: a “nonfiction 
feature” about the history, research, and writing of Baldwin’s next book, “Remem-
ber This House.” It was also going to be a film about progress: about how far we 
had come, how far we still have to go, before we learn to trust our common 
humanity. But that project ended abruptly. On 1 December 1987, James Baldwin 
died—and “Remember This House,” book and film died with him. Suddenly, 
Thorsen’s mission changed: the world needed to know what they had lost. Her 
alliance with Baldwin took on new meaning. The following memoir—the second 
of two serialized parts—explores how and why their collaboration began. The first 
installment appeared in the sixth volume of James Baldwin Review, in the fall of 
2020; the next stage of their journey starts here. 

Keywords: James Baldwin, “Remember This House,” The Price of the Ticket, film-
making, Vietnam, Algeria, film, cinéma vérité 
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James Baldwin and I met only once. It’s still stunning to me how much my life 
changed with just one physical meeting. There were many other exchanges with 

him over the course of my lifetime, but only one meeting. My whole “Part I” essay 
in volume 6 of James Baldwin Review is about the lead-up to that single encounter, 
and my reasons for trying to find him.1

I had a film to propose: a Direct Cinema portrait that aimed to explore what the 
civil rights activist and best-selling author was up to “today.” I was to produce it; 
Albert and David Maysles, the famous vérité filmmakers, would be the directors of 
record; and the new PBS series, American Masters, had agreed to help fund it … if 
we could land a commitment from Baldwin.

Back in 1985, he was still a transatlantic commuter. It was hard to figure out 
how to reach him, going through publishers and the various people who knew 
him, then actually figuring out where he was on the planet. And then, how to get 
his attention. But I knew he’d been teaching in Massachusetts—and when I finally 
found him, it was through his colleagues at UMass. 

He was, understandably, beset and besieged by too many proposals like mine. 
His first instinct was to say “yes” to everyone—but that left many hanging, hoping 
their turn would come. As for those he did see, he almost always gave more of 
himself than anyone on the receiving end ever expected—which almost always 
took longer than planned. That’s part of why he was so often late (forty minutes in 
my case … and that was better than most). But finally, we connected. 

Our exchanges took place in stages, over the winter of 1985–86: first a letter, 
then faxes, then phone calls … then in April at The Ginger Man, his midday New 
York City restaurant of choice. It was an extraordinary, long, wet lunch; it was 
everything I could have hoped for: suddenly, my months of planning a film about 
him and his current concerns became real. Yes, I’d done my research—but as I 
look back now, I realize I was so naïve about the whole undertaking at that point. 
I had such a superficial understanding of who he really was, what he’d been 
through, about the weight of his message and the social forces at stake. And I’m 
still learning. Even after decades of exploring his journey, my understanding keeps 
evolving, his words keep inspiring new notes in my margins. 

I now know that that was one of his gifts: he could make people feel like kindred 
spirits. I say this with all humility. Our lunch went well in part because of who I 
am, who I was then—but far more because of his own ability to embrace the 
stranger, racially, socially, intellectually, spiritually. He was by nature warm-
hearted.  Empathetic. And curious: he clearly liked to seed encounters with 
 questions.

We touched on so many subjects. A lot of what I wrote in Part I of my JBR essay 
was drawn from that day, from the personal histories we shared over omelets, 
white wine, and his whiskey on refill. What we loved about France. What we saw 
in Jean Genet, Thomas Paine, a Vietnamese general. Adventures in Connecticut, 
Istanbul. Church. What his next book could be, and should be. What he hoped for 
his country, his students, for young people in general. And, most especially, 
 filmmaking.
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What strikes me now is that even though it was race, civil rights, which had 
brought us together as potential collaborators, that wasn’t our primary topic. We 
talked across differences, not about them. We dove into ideas, what shaped our 
impressions, what might be achieved. The possibility of making a film that 
explored life as we saw it. And we laughed. A lot.

*****

He was no stranger to film. He’d loved movies ever since he was a kid, he’d poured 
his heart into scripts that never made it to screen, he’d appeared on screen himself 
countless times—and, as I already knew from our prior exchanges, he was search-
ing for something. 

He had a project in mind, he called it “Remember This House”—or, as he some-
times wrote the title, “Re/Member This House”—that he envisioned as both a 
book and a film. It had been on and off his back burner since the late 1970s: it had 
almost become a New Yorker essay; it was a work-in-progress for which 
 McGraw-Hill had paid a substantial advance; it had even been impetus for the 
1982 documentary, I Heard It Through the Grapevine.2 But it had yet to become 
what he believed it should be.

Like all his ideas, this one kept evolving. What he had first seen as a revisita-
tion of civil rights in the sixties, a retracing of history and the three men who 
gave their lives to the movement—Medgar Evers, Malcolm X, and Martin Luther 
King, Jr.—now promised to be a more personal, more intimate memoir. This was 
still to be an assessment of then vs. now, a keen examination of progress and the 
lack thereof; but it would also be, he insisted, a far deeper exploration than his 
original vision: a first-person journey through friendship, family, and genera-
tional courage.

I could see in his face how much this project mattered. 
As a necessary continuation of his own past work. As a tribute to his friends’ 

lost lives. As salve for his still-open wounds. 
As his own form of sorrow song: “so many of us, cut down, so soon.”3 
His eyes, those “big world-absorbing eyes” that had so deeply searched mine, 

looked aside, still in mourning, trying to fathom the pain.4 For a moment, words 
failed him—and that, as he finally began to explain, was the problem with 
“Remember This House.” Somewhere, in some un-nameable distance, he was sure 
there were answers; but it had become increasingly difficult to put thoughts on 
paper … especially when these three men were concerned. His expression turned 
vulnerable, almost pleading: he admitted that he’d already tossed several drafts—
and that the phone discussions we had had were part of why he was meeting me 
now. 

Maybe, just maybe, the mix of research and writing with filmmaking would 
help his narrative find its voice.

*****
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The more we talked, the more it seemed possible. 
He was wary, of course, of outside intervention. He’d had his share of filmmakers 

who had tried to define him, indulging their own vision instead of his. And he had 
already flirted with cinéma vérité—or Direct Cinema, as the Maysles Brothers chose 
to call it—and discovered the pitfalls. In retrospect, he confessed, he’d been disap-
pointed by the vérité aspects of past filmmaking efforts he had been part of because 
the films that resulted felt random, diffuse. Conversations lacked substance; encoun-
ters felt forced… What good was vérité if life “as it happened” was boring? Or fake? 
To his credit, he didn’t just blame the filmmakers: he blamed himself for believing 
that his presence on screen would be enough to sustain an audience.

What he wanted was structure, a narrative plan that was shaped by more than 
the quirks of his schedule. And depth. He quoted Vincent Canby’s review of I 
Heard It Through the Grapevine—“Something seems to be missing”—and laughed 
at its vagueness: “so polite!”5 Then he leaned in, suddenly serious. “What’s really 
missing in that film is hope.”6

He wasn’t denying the frustration he felt, the anger, the fear that gripped the 
souls of Black folk on a near-daily basis. He wasn’t negating the obvious truth, that 
progress hailed by the white world was more fiction than fact, that lives were still 
being crushed on what he called “Freedom Road.” But he still believed that prog-
ress was possible, and he wanted people to know that. 

He had faith in potential, in our innate need for love—and that had been his con-
viction for most of his life. I know this, but not just from his writings. I heard it then 
in his words, in the pained insistence that shaped them; I confirmed it later after his 
death, while combing through hundreds of hours of archival material during research 
for my own film, The Price of the Ticket (1990). This man was consistent: I could inter-
cut the first half of a statement he made in his thirties with the end of a statement he 
made at age sixty without changing the message. Whether at the height of his fame or 
no longer admired, he never wavered. Love was the solution. And hope was essential.

Even so, the public reaction to Grapevine still rankled. He regretted its dark-
ness—and he wanted “Remember This House” to reflect the light that he saw, both 
in his three friends and in “some” human beings. Why “some”? As he counseled 
his teenage nephew in The Fire Next Time (1963), “Destruction and death … is 
what most of mankind has been best at since we have heard of man. But remem-
ber: most of mankind is not all of mankind.”7

Medgar, Malcolm, Martin… Their presence—their absence—consumed him. 
Each one of these men held a complex place in history, each one of them held a 
complex place in his heart. All three had struggled with the pull of public life, the 
constant demands of the cause; all three had welcomed him into their homes, 
their families. All three had had children, infants whom he had held, kids about 
whom he still cared, sons and daughters who were now in their twenties.

As he stated on British television, just months after our lunch, “You can’t tell the 
children there’s no hope.”8

*****
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This project was far more complex than I’d dared to imagine.
It was to be both a book and a film. It was to examine three famous men who’d 

been killed—assassinated—through the lens of a man who loved them. It was to be 
about the civil rights movement on a very personal level, about a search for the 
past and what that means to the present. It was still to be about progress—but on 
a national, global, even spiritual level, in terms of the human soul. He knew it 
would be painful, that this kind of probing would come at great cost to himself; he 
knew that was why it was so damn hard to write. But he was determined.

He quizzed me intently on process, on how the Maysles Brothers and I might 
approach this shared journey. I had already sent him a brief proposal; it described 
Direct Cinema, the brothers’ impressive history and how the three of us hoped to 
follow him with our camera and sound gear, gradually crafting a nuanced portrait. 
For fundraising purposes, we’d called our project “James Baldwin Today,” but that 
was way too generic for this conversation.

Based on what he’d told me thus far, I dove in. While the remains of my omelet 
got cold, I suggested that a film version of “Remember This House” might resem-
ble his approach to the Atlanta child murders: a search without foregone conclu-
sions; a search, not for gruesome facts, but for larger ideas found in intimate 
details. He had just published The Evidence of Things Not Seen about brutal killings 
in the city “too busy to hate,” first as an essay in Playboy that won the magazine’s 
1981 Best Nonfiction Award, then as a 1985 book that received tepid reviews.9 
“Far too much sermonizing,” said the New York Times—a comment he shrugged 
off as predictable.10 He warned me against reading reviews—“They can kill your 
initiative”—but I could tell he was pleased that I was paying attention. He waved 
for a refill. “The truth is hard to take, but that’s what I’m searching for. Or as some 
call it, vérité.” He smiled, but we both knew he had issued a challenge. He wanted 
to hear what “our” word meant to us.

I took a deep breath: this was why we were having lunch. 
I described our approach as a form of faith in humanity, a decision to explore a 

particular individual, a conviction that there was a story worth telling. A way of 
using real-life interactions to reveal central truth. I explained how we always 
began with a framework, an initial focus which would tell us where to start film-
ing: in his case, it was likely to be a mix of research in the South, teaching in the 
North, and time spent with the families he wanted to write about. We would travel 
together, and then, as our journey evolved, the four of us would decide what to 
film next. Other than the presence of film crews, our only intervention in the 
“truth” that we captured would be in the edit room, where the real storytelling 
takes shape—and where he would be welcome to participate in our progress. 

He nodded. “But what about the children?” he asked. “What role would they 
play?” I wasn’t prepared for that question.

As we debated the possibilities, the themes he hoped to address and various 
narrative arcs that might be able to carry his themes, two ideas took hold: “Remem-
ber This House” would be his message to the next generation—and three young 
people would help him shape it. The eldest son of Martin Luther King, Jr., the 
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eldest daughter of Malcolm X, and the youngest son of Medgar Evers would be his 
through-line.

He had watched all three of them lose their fathers.

*****

Jimmy loved children, he always had—far beyond the fact that they represented 
the future. (I forgot to mention: somewhere in the course of our life-changing 
lunch, he insisted that I call him Jimmy.) First of all, he had raised his own siblings, 
almost as a parent. As the eldest of nine, he knew what it was to hold a book in one 
hand and bounce kids on his knee with the other. Second, as a gay man, he didn’t 
have his own children, but he cared deeply about his nieces and nephews. And 
third—a surprise that arrived later in life, once he began teaching—he loved his 
students. Not only did they offer hope, but they also “kept him honest.” He cared 
enormously about what they thought. In many regards, he felt as if they were 
teaching him. 

He was currently a professor at the University of Massachusetts, shuttling 
between classes at five different colleges. He was notoriously erratic; he’d zoom in, 
late for class, or miss classes entirely because he was traveling—then make up for 
it later both on and off campus, during afternoon office hours and, even better, 
after hours, when he’d take groups of students out for drinks or to his home in 
Pelham for late-night discussions. This was not run-of-the-mill teaching; it was 
how he interacted with most human beings. Students adored him. 

And he revered them. It was their honesty, their curiosity, their eagerness to 
learn and evolve that got him. Their unfiltered innocence. 

He told me how on his very first day of teaching as a Writer-in-Residence at 
Bowling Green State University in Ohio, in the fall of 1979, a white student had 
asked him point-blank “Why does the white boy hate the nigger?” He laughed, 
eyes widened, reliving the moment: the class was racially mixed, there was no way 
he’d expected to dive in that deep on day one, but he had little choice—and his 
students ran with it. 

“I underestimated those children.”
He knew what they would have to face once they were out in the world, that 

they would soon be “forced to be strangers”—but not yet, not now.11 The rest of 
that first class—and the entire semester—flew by in candid discussion, each one 
taking gradual measure of the “other” lives in the room and the baggage they 
 carried. 

He wrote about that experience, about those “innocent” students, a year later in 
Esquire: “They were trying to become whole. They were trying to put themselves 
and their country together.”12 A lofty goal. It was what he’d been trying to do for 
most of his life; it was what he wanted to do with “Remember This House.” 

And it began with a question. 

*****
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Questions were a constant in James Baldwin’s life. They were central to his search 
for identity, to his role as a writer, a teacher, to his frustration with the pace of 
“progress.” For him, asking questions, tough questions, was a given: it came with 
the territory of being human. 

He wrote about this repeatedly, underscoring our need for self-discovery—
which, he believed, would lead to a better understanding of others. His experience 
in Ohio had confirmed this. At first, I laughed with him as he described that first 
class, feeling the shock that he’d felt, dismissing his student’s question as clueless. 
But then I realized—I wasn’t so different from that kid, just more polite. My own 
copies of his books were proof: pages full of underlined questions—later starred 
multiple times in various colored inks—that showed how uncertain I was. 

I, too, was searching for answers. And his questions helped:

“Isn’t love more important than color?”13

“What, under heaven … could cause any people to act as white people acted?”14

“Who is it for and who is paying for it? And why isn’t it for you?”15

“If you think I’m a nigger, it means you need it. Why?”16 
“What, exactly, is the ‘good’ of society?”17 

These were questions he lived with, questions he had spent a lifetime trying to 
answer—questions that we all, as Americans, need to ask ourselves. Not just need 
to ask, but must ask, he insisted: “the future of the country depends on that.”18 

So why do people, white people, find Baldwin’s questions so hard to tackle? He 
blames fear: fear of guilt, fear of pain, fear of difference. Fear of losing the identity 
that we’re convinced we deserve. According to him, we’ve been stuck in a trap of 
our own making: “the sunlit prison of the American dream,” “the place where 
questions are not asked.”19 Instead of curiosity, empathy, we’ve chosen indiffer-
ence. Instead of questioning and evolving, we’ve chosen denial. Willful ignorance: 
anything to help us feel safe and keep illusion intact. 

No wonder we feel so divided. 
“Alienation from oneself and one’s people is, in sum, the American experi-

ence.”20 
I told Jimmy I’d encountered that statement at Vassar, when I was the same age 

as his students at Bowling Green. It was in my assigned reading, in Notes of a 
Native Son, the essay titled “Encounter on the Seine.” It’s near the end of the book, 
but of course I read that one first: I was just back from Paris, a junior year abroad 
that, like Baldwin’s questions, rocked my perspective. 

Alienated? I felt more than alienated. I felt ashamed. And driven. 
“Why?” His eyes were so focused, I almost felt swallowed. “Why did you feel 

that way?”
I looked across at him, hesitant—who was I to explain alienation to him—but 

he reassured me.
“That’s why I love teaching: I get to connect with the next generation.”
Once again, I dove in. I confessed that I’d felt out-of-place, stuck in a system I 

didn’t agree with, even before I read Notes. I was part of the counter-culture, one 
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of those flower children whom Baldwin called “idealistic, fragmented … impo-
tent.”21 I’d felt that way as a student in Paris, when I tried to pretend I was Danish, 
just to avoid constant reminders of my nation’s exploitation of others. I’d felt that 
way later, post-graduation, once I’d become a journalist: just as he had squirmed 
as a young book reviewer, expected to write about one subject only—“all those 
post-war ‘Be kind to colored people,’ ‘Be kind to Jews’ books,” as he put it—I was 
Time Inc.’s token hippie, expected to satisfy what they called the “youth market.”22 

On top of that, I was female. 
Most white men don’t know how it feels to be less than. Even my own father, 

who went out of his way to emphasize my ability, my equality, didn’t know how 
many times I felt obliged to dumb down, just to fit in. How many times I had to 
fight off self-doubt, wondering whether an achievement was due to talent … or 
looks. How many men I had to handle with care, deflecting advances without 
exploding their ego. Yes, I was privileged, by my whiteness and all that came with 
it; the battles I fought were minor compared to those fought by women of color. 
But even so, I felt diminished, devalued. 

Was it simply that I wasn’t as good as Jane Howard—the LIFE magazine reporter 
who, way back in May 1963, had written so articulately about Baldwin—or the few 
other female reporters whom Time Inc. had deemed worthy of bylines?23 I tee-
tered between self-doubt and determination.

I had to fight for the right to write about “adult” topics, male topics, like crime 
and war. And when I did crack that door open, I had to fight for the right to 
express my “female” perspective: one that tended toward a more empathetic, more 
personal take. I’m still proud of the few times I broke through, pieces on living in 
fear and anti-war protests that became LIFE cover stories—but I’m also well aware 
that those minor triumphs could never have happened without the help of two 
men: my superior Richard Stolley and his boss Philip Kunhardt, two exceptional 
editors who heard my frustration and let me try.24

A lot like my filmmaking mentor, Albert Maysles, a full decade later. He not 
only let me try, he made my Jimmy film possible.

That said, I never once wanted to be male—any more than Baldwin wanted to 
be white. Who could possibly want, as he so pointedly asked in The Fire Next Time, 
“to be integrated into a burning house?”25 I simply wanted, like him, to enjoy equal 
opportunity, recognition. The right to define myself.

“Not what I was, but who.”26

That phrase came straight out of Notes. It felt weird, quoting Baldwin to Bald-
win, but I couldn’t resist. 

Jimmy smiled. “I’m still trying to answer that question myself.”

*****

My struggles as a twenty-something beginner led to publishing memories of his 
own. I had already read the preface he wrote for the 1984 re-release of Notes of a 
Native Son, so I knew part of the story: that his close friend from high school, Sol 
Stein—who by the mid-1950s had become an editor at Beacon Press—had 
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suggested that Jimmy publish a collection of essays, and that Jimmy resisted. At 
age 29, he declared, he was “too young to publish” his “memoirs.”27 I also knew that 
despite those misgivings, he’d finally agreed to author Notes of a Native Son (1955) 
because he was broke, and that he’d written its titular essay—widely regarded as 
one of his best—in a rush, desperate to earn a fee from Harper’s magazine before 
Beacon Press published the book. 

What I didn’t know until we traded tales over lunch was how much energy he’d 
put into revising those early essays, not just rewriting but reinstating passages that 
had been cut by his editors. Most egregious was Harper’s: to avoid alienating white 
“liberal” readers, they had changed the essay’s title from “Notes of a Native Son”—
dropping his reference to Richard Wright’s inflammatory protest novel, Native Son 
(1940)—to the less confrontational “Me and My House,” a biblical phrase which 
had been one of his original titles.28 And, even worse, they had cut the description 
of his stepfather’s funeral service, the eulogy that evoked American racism, 
reminding him not to judge the departed too harshly: “the man who had gone 
down under an impossible burden.”29 

“What? Not the section with that line about preparing the child?” 
I was shocked. That passage contained one of the questions I’d underlined: 

“How to prepare the child for the day when the child would be despised?”30 Not 
only was this quintessential Baldwin, it was also an impossible question to answer 
… and close to unbearable. I guess that’s why they cut it.

Jimmy helped me connect the dots. 
In the fall of 1953, Harper’s had already published one of his essays, “Stranger in 

the Village,” about his time in a Swiss village whose inhabitants had never seen a 
Negro. They had featured the article on their cover, with the contents intact; after 
all, that piece was less threatening, it looked at race from a distance. But then the 
South began to reach critical mass. In May 1954, the US Supreme Court overruled 
the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson “separate but equal” decision, stating in Brown v. Board 
of Education that racial segregation in public schools was unconstitutional—and 
that was just the beginning. In May 1955, the Court issued a second decree, fur-
ther enforcing school integration. In August 1955, 14-year-old Emmett Till was 
brutally murdered, lynched in Mississippi after “disrespecting” a white shopkeep-
er’s wife. In September 1955, once Till’s mutilated body was found, his mother 
chose to have an open-casket funeral “so the world could see.” America was on 
edge. As was the young Baldwin: he had been pouring his energy into two uphill 
efforts, both unlikely to see publication—The Amen Corner (1968), a play that 
pitted church against family, and Giovanni’s Room (1956), a novel that explored 
homosexual love—and he needed money.

“So I let it happen.”
Harper’s published “Me and My House” on 1 November 1955. His editors had 

also cut other, less significant segments, supposedly in the interest of “adjusting for 
page length”—but as Jimmy recalled it, what bothered him most was that they had 
excised specific emotional triggers, his more speculative passages about “bit-
terness.” “Rage.” “Another me trapped in my skull.”31 They’d even cut one of the 
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lines that has since become so well known: “Hatred, which could destroy so much, 
never failed to destroy the man who hated.”32

We stared at each other, contemplating the loss.
“It feels like a violation. Not as overt as others I’ve suffered, but still … It 

stings.” He told me how outraged he’d been at age 12, when a Pentecostal church 
bulletin censored his first work in print. “By the time I found out, it was too late 
to object.”

At least he was able to publish the full text of his essay in the book version of 
Notes—and though the book didn’t sell well initially, his fee from Harper’s plus the 
advance from Beacon was enough for him to return to France. 

And the dots kept connecting. 
“That summer with Emmett Till: I didn’t know it back then, but that’s when 

‘Remember This House’ really took on a mind of its own.”
The way Jimmy saw it now, he had been sidling up to this exploration of South-

ern roots—“his inescapable identity”—for most of his life.33 Beyond all the “books 
and headlines and music” that sang of the South there was this unspoken sense of 
community that stretched all the way North to his childhood in Harlem: love and 
religion and warmth mixed with bloodshed and unspeakable suffering.34 Plus the 
conundrum of history: the unavoidable fact that his “ancestors were both white 
and black,” that he was “bone of their bone, flesh of their flesh.”35

The American South is part of Baldwin’s DNA. It runs through his writing in a 
torrent of conflicting emotions—fictionalized, dramatized, interpreted, eulo-
gized—but it wasn’t until 1957, haunted by Emmett Till, by the traumas of deseg-
regation, that he actually went there. Then again. And again. It was during his first 
trip that he met Martin Luther King, Jr.; it was during his 1963 lecture tour, the 
one covered by Jane Howard for LIFE magazine, that he met Medgar Evers. His 
exploration of “what Negroes sometimes call the Old Country”—the deeply per-
sonal dive that began with Go Tell It, with “Notes of a Native Son” (aka “Me and 
My House”) and so much of his writing since then—was once again demanding 
attention in “Remember This House.”36 

I asked him whether the “House” in both titles were one and the same.
He nodded, almost rueful. “When I left for Paris, I thought I was running 

away—but I’ve been running toward this all of my life.”

*****

Jimmy leveled his gaze.
“Know whence you came.”37 Now it was his turn to quote himself, this one from 

The Fire Next Time. “That advice wasn’t just for my nephew, it’s for all of us. Includ-
ing me. Even when it’s painful.”

Know whence you came. Or, as he once told Studs Terkel in a radio interview, 
“If you don’t know what happened behind you, you’ve got no idea of what is hap-
pening around you.”38 For Baldwin, this had become another “immutable law”: in 
order to shape the future, we have to understand the history behind us.39
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“History is not the past. It is the present. We carry our history with us. We are 
our history.”40 

But that doesn’t mean we have to perpetuate it.
My history suggested that after dabbling with a career, I was expected to marry, 

have kids, be a patriotic American. Baldwin’s history alleged that expectations 
were useless, that he would be lucky if he survived at all. 

His solution: examine lies; explore truth; expand potential.
He expressed this more fully in the introduction to his 1961 collection of essays, 

Nobody Knows My Name:

It would seem, unless one looks more deeply at the phenomenon, that most people 
are able to delude themselves and get through their lives quite happily. But I still 
believe that the unexamined life is not worth living; and I know that self-delusion, in 
the service of no matter what lofty cause, is a price no writer can afford. His subject is 
himself and the world and it requires every ounce of stamina he can summon to 
attempt to look on himself and the world as they are.41

I first read that when I was still in my twenties. Baldwin was born over two decades 
before me, but when he wrote about his world it felt as if he were speaking directly 
to mine. Not just because I had left home in search of myself, not just because I 
was questioning thoughts that once felt like givens, but because I saw more wrong 
than right with my country. As if endless assassinations weren’t enough, the Nixon 
years were living proof that the majority of my voting-age countrymen were 
deluded. I was a child of the sixties and seventies, I had written about Vietnam as 
a journalist, I had driven down to DC to protest the war, I had linked arms with 
my Viet-vet friend when he threw his Purple Heart at the Capitol—and when I 
read Baldwin’s critiques of French Indochina and colonial exploitation “for the 
good of the natives” in No Name in the Street, it was 1974 and I had just returned 
from Saigon myself.42

The dangers of self-delusion became an important part of our Ginger Man ram-
blings. When I told him that based on his writings, my determination to live a 
more closely “examined life” had led to a month in Vietnam, he laughed—but in 
true Jimmy form, he wanted more. 

“Was this before or after the peace agreement?”
“After.”
We both knew what that meant.
In May 1973, after quitting my job in Paris as a foreign correspondent for Time 

(the assignment I’d taken on when LIFE ceased publication), I hitchhiked to 
Cannes, planning to cover the Festival as a freelancer—but then I met a French 
team prepping a film shoot in Asia, and they asked me to join them. We spent the 
rest of the year filming in Sri Lanka, India, and, on a second trip, Bali; when we 
finally wrapped, they flew back to France while I headed East. By the time I arrived 
in Vietnam, it was early 1974—warm on the coast with snow in the highlands—
and the war was ostensibly over. The Paris Peace Accords had been signed, most 
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US troops had withdrawn, Congress had cut promised funding… The struggle, at 
least on the surface, was now exclusively Vietnamese, North v. South: in retro-
spect, an illusion with a predictable ending. For many Americans, it felt almost 
like victory, they couldn’t wait to forget—but for me, it was unfinished business. 

As Jimmy said about his need to leave Paris and join the civil rights struggle in 
person back in the late 1950s, “I simply had to go.”

I had history to deal with. I went because I had so many questions, because I’d 
been so bombarded by government disinformation that I wanted to see for 
myself—and because so many had died there. As an American, I felt I owed them 
… something.

Acknowledgment. An apology. And selfishly, absolution: I wanted to let the 
Vietnamese people know that I was not, as Jimmy wrote about his own fractured 
identity, “to be confused with the Marshall Plan, Hollywood, the Yankee dollar, 
television, or Senator McCarthy”—or, for that matter, with the Tonkin Gulf Reso-
lution, the My Lai massacre, Agent Orange, or Kent State.43

All those things had been done by Americans for “the ‘good’ of society” … or so 
they tried to tell us.44 Self-delusion? The irony hung between us: here we were, two 
Americans, enjoying the comforts of capitalism while exploring past shame.

*****

When I told Jimmy about General Thi, he was fascinated—as I hoped he would be.
General Lam Quang Thi—whose surname was Lam, but whom I soon came to 

call Thi, or, more respectfully, General Thi—was Commander in Chief, Forward 
Command for ARVN, the US-supported Army of the Republic of Vietnam. I first 
met the general because of photographer Larry Burrows. Back in 1971 when I was 
still with LIFE, Burrows had died on assignment, his helicopter shot down over 
Laos; I steeped myself in his photos, eight years of exquisitely framed wartime 
pain and compassion. Two of them left me in tears: one, a wounded Black soldier, 
reaching out to his wounded white comrade; the other, a young Vietnamese 
woman, grieving over the body bag holding her husband. Both of those images 
came from the DMZ, the no-man’s land between North and South Vietnam. They 
summed up why I was so fervently anti-war … and why, once I’d explored Saigon, 
I felt compelled to fly north.

On the plane up to Hue, fate sat me next to a young South Vietnamese govern-
ment official. The fact that I was a former foreign correspondent for Time, now 
freelance, led to a meeting with General Thi—in a room thick with white male 
“advisors,” heads bent over maps. This was the era of post-Peace Accord Vietnam-
ization, when Americans no longer wore uniforms but still called the shots. They 
looked at me askance. My take? I think the general brought me there as a form of 
defiance: an offense small enough for the suits to tolerate. 

The encounter expanded from there. Beyond my Time Inc. credentials, the fact 
that I was fluent in French, that I had studied French culture, created a special 
bond. We spoke more French than English; he asked me to call him Thi. “Ça me 
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rappelle mes années d’étudiant à Paris,” he told me. “This brings back my years as a 
student in Paris.”45 When I told him I had a room in a local hotel, more affordable 
than respectable, he invited me to be his houseguest; his family was down south in 
Saigon, he had plenty of room. “Je vous donnerai de quoi écrire,” he assured me. “I 
will give you something to write about.” 

I was too intrigued to say no. 
After a tour of Hue’s war-damaged Citadel, the eighteenth-century Imperial 

City where Nguyen Lords once ruled a unified Vietnam, we turned into a cobble-
stone courtyard next an impressive villa, more Western than Asian, with a view of 
the Perfume River. I had a suite of my own; dinners were formal, served by uni-
formed staff; the cuisine was international, and superb. (The general was a foodie.) 
I was his pampered guest for five days: organized excursions each morning, most 
of them in his personal helicopter; free time in Hue each afternoon. 

Day #1: A scenic trip up and down river via Swift Boat—basically, a souped-up 
water taxi with gun turrets—while the general explained regional history and 
pointed out landmarks. We visited floating markets; we pulled up beside sampans 
to buy local treats. It was hard to believe this was a country at war.

Day #2: A return to Hue’s airport, Phu Bai, the region’s support base for armed 
South Vietnamese forces—which, I was astounded to learn, had just reopened 
after being damaged in combat. It was a contest for the hills, ARVN v. PAVN, still 
ongoing: whoever held the crests decimated the opposition below.46 We visited the 
hospital at one end of the runway; wounded soldiers were airlifted in while we 
watched. 

Day #3: A trip north to the notorious 17th parallel, the “temporary” DMZ 
established by the 1954 Geneva Accords, extending three miles on each side of the 
border. We spent most of our time underground, exploring tunnels recently cap-
tured and “cleansed” by the general’s army. Carved out of limestone by the Viet 
Cong, they were part shelter, part supply route, part booby trap: pits lined with 
sharp punji sticks were still a hazard. 

Day #4: A trip west, toward Laos: we landed in a valley near a bombed-out 
building, a two-story schoolhouse with a huge hole in the center and walls still 
intact. Stairs led to what was left of the second floor, where American soldiers had 
taken refuge, trying to fend off attackers. The white walls were covered with mes-
sages scrawled in English: last words of love addressed to girlfriends, wives, moth-
ers. “101st Airborne,” the general told me. “C’étaient des héros.” “They were heroes.”

Day #5: It began with Taekwan-Do. When I came down for breakfast, Thi was 
in full regalia, the sole Vietnamese general with a black belt in martial arts. While 
I sat on his front staircase, not sure what to expect, aides placed wooden planks on 
two pedestals; he broke them, one after another, each one increasing in size, with 
his bare hand. Over croissants and coffee, he explained the science … and then 
ushered me to his chopper for our final excursion. 

We flew south until we reached a clearing, an elegantly tiled terrace surrounded 
by weather-worn statues and a moss-covered temple: partially hidden by vines, 
this once majestic tomb of Emperor Gia Long had fought off the jungle for over 
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150 years.47 It was Gia Long who had unified Việt Nam after centuries of feudal 
warfare, moved its capital from Hanoi to Hue, begun building the Citadel as a 
tribute to Confucian wisdom. Under the gaze of stone warriors, we picnicked on 
the shrine steps—another sumptuous feast—while Thi linked the Emperor’s many 
achievements to a 22-year alliance with a French Jesuit priest. “In return for help 
from the French,” he explained, “Gia Long allowed the Church to expand in 
Southeast Asia.” For Thi, this justified his own jumbled embrace of Confucian 
tradition, French culture, Catholic faith, and democratic ideals. 

It was this history that captured Jimmy’s attention. Spanning nations and centu-
ries, it was a world view of oppressed and oppressors, a mix of conflicting self-
hoods condensed into Thi’s personal search for meaning. Identity. Like so many 
people of color, Thi had been educated by and for his oppressor—“Nous, les 
Gaulois,” he had been taught to say, “We, the Gauls”—but as he learned far too late, 
when empires crumble, when power is threatened, maps are redrawn without 
thought for the people.

“It is power, not justice, which keeps rearranging the map.”48 
Baldwin wrote that sentence in No Name in the Street because he had lived it 

himself. In 1948, he left the US for Paris in order to save his own life; in 1954, he 
was in Paris when the French lost Indochina; in the late 1950s, early 1960s, he was 
there when the French lost Algeria; from the late 1950s on, he witnessed similar 
struggles for freedom in the American South. He saw what those conflicts cost, 
not just in lives but in minds and in hearts—and he understood the contradictions 
embodied by General Thi. Economic, religious, social, cultural. Personal.

Near the end of our picnic, Thi stood up, straightened his uniform. “You know 
the French poet, Lamartine?” He moved to the step just above me, cleared his 
throat: 

Que me fait le coteau, le toit, la vigne aride ?
Que me ferait le ciel, si le ciel était vide ?
Je ne vois en ces lieux que ceux qui n’y sont pas !
Pourquoi ramènes-tu mes regrets sur leur trace ?
Des bonheurs disparus se rappeler la place,
C’est rouvrir des cercueils pour revoir des trépas !49

Alphonse de Lamartine was a nineteenth-century poet and statesman, an idealis-
tic Romantic; he and the general had a lot in common. Both were men of  provincial 
nobility who dedicated their lives to a republican cause—and both saw their 
republics defeated.

What does this vineyard mean to me, the roof, the dry vine?
What would heaven mean to me if heaven were empty?
I see in these places only those who are not here!
Why do you bring my regrets back to where they began? 
To remember the place of vanished happiness
is to reopen coffins in order to see the remains.50
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As I listened to Thi’s recitation, I heard his lament—not just for the Emperor 
buried nearby, not just for the republic about to be lost, but for the person he 
wasn’t, the potential denied. Later that day, he escorted me to the airport, back 
again to Phu Bai where the wounded were still arriving on stretchers. When I 
boarded my plane, waving a final goodbye, he saluted. 

I cried.

*****

“Your General Thi is my Madame Faure.” Jimmy’s voice was suddenly tender. “The 
past was taken from both of them. And their present. And future.” 

“Madame Faure?” 
“She’s my … She’s my Algerian friend, my French—She sold me my house in 

Saint-Paul.”
He knew: the cry of pain that I’d witnessed on the steps of that temple wasn’t just 

for a conflicted Vietnamese general. It was for the uprooted, for all oppressed peo-
ple, for the “many thousands gone” and for all those still fighting.51 

“She was as violated by her past as he was by his.” The lines in his face deepened. 
“That’s what most people don’t realize: the oppressor winds up as wounded as the 
oppressed. Maybe more so.”

Why don’t people get this? The answer tracks back to “self-delusion” and Bald-
win’s 1961 intro to Nobody Knows My Name.52

One of the roadblocks to self-awareness, to understanding identity, is that an 
oppressor rarely sees himself as unjust—and these two were no exception. Jeanne 
Faure was Jimmy’s friend, yes, but she was also, like Thi, on the wrong side of war 
(if that oxymoron is even possible). Both she and Thi had been born far from 
France and yet they both were “la vieille France” incarnate: both had been raised 
“by and for France” to support a colonial empire that was “visibly and swiftly 
crumbling”; both had been “stripped of their birthrights” by rebels willing to die, 
and kill, for what they hoped would be freedom. And both she and Thi were loath 
to let go of the indoctrination that formed them.53 

As Jimmy states on the last page of No Name in the Street, words he told me he’d 
written “down in my donjon,” his dungeon, the ground floor of the home that he 
shared with Jeanne Faure, “It is terrible to watch people cling to their captivity.”54 

Mlle. Faure—or Madame as Jimmy sometimes called her, a form of respect that 
replaced Mademoiselle, the appropriate title for an unmarried French female—
was his landlady in Saint-Paul de Vence. A proper, high-cheekboned woman with 
firmly stated convictions, she was known to less respectful neighbors as a pied-
noir, a French citizen who was Algerian-born and whose feet had been blackened 
by time on African soil. For the first sixty-seven years of her life, she had lived in 
Oran, an ancient port on the north coast of Africa that had been an outpost of the 
Ottoman empire for well over a century—until 1830, when attacks by French war-
ships plus years of targeted genocide turned the region into a resource-rich col-
ony: l’Algérie française. 
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The Faure family had been there for generations. Jeanne was proud to be a 
Faure, it was a familiar name in French history: her distant relatives back on the 
mainland had been noblemen, ministers, even president (President Félix Faure 
was known for his refusal to pardon the falsely accused Dreyfus, and for having 
died while in mid-intercourse with his mistress). And she was proud of her Alge-
rian birthplace, a city washed by sun, wind, and sea where members of the Faure 
clan had helped rebuild the harbor and she had played on the beach as a child. Yes, 
there was violence, Muslim Arabs and Berbers had been trying to oust their 
oppressors for years; and yes, ever since 1 November 1954, when the bloody All 
Saints Day attacks took the world by surprise, the colony was officially at war. But 
even so, Jeanne and most of the people she knew never expected real change. In 
the 1960 census, her French-ruled home boasted over one million non-Muslim 
civilians, most of them European, most of them Catholic—and most of them 
longtime residents of Oran. They tried to lead normal lives … until 1962, when 
President Charles de Gaulle signed a ceasefire with the Algerian FLN (Front de 
Libération Nationale), promising independence from France, and some irate citi-
zens refused to yield. Shots were fired; a mob massacred thousands of colonial 
loyalists. In less than three months, Oran lost half its population—and with little 
more than a suitcase, Jeanne and her brother, Louis, fled their native land. 

It was Dien Bien Phu all over again.
The two Faure siblings were outcasts, both in their sixties and forced to start 

over. As Jeanne later told Jimmy, and he told me, they chose Saint-Paul de Vence 
in part because relatives lived in the region, in part because of its limestone, the 
rocky crags high above the Mediterranean that reminded them of the hills over-
looking Oran. Using the last of their cash from the Banque d’Algérie, they turned 
an eighteenth-century farm just outside of Saint-Paul into a much-needed source 
of income: keeping one wing for themselves, they rented the rest out to boarders 
and raised produce for city markets down on the coast. By the time Jimmy met 
them, they were living two lives. Français repatriés, repatriated French citizens, 
standing tall as if they had always belonged on the mainland—and Algériens 
aliénés, alienated Algerians, resented because of lives lost in war, ostracized 
because of “black-feet” roots … mourning a life that no longer existed. 

A lot like General Lam Quang Thi: another identity fractured. Split between 
France and Asia, driven from Vietnam when Saigon fell, my fallen war hero faced 
the fate of most displaced people. His past was erased, his life irrevocably changed. 
This was true for Jimmy’s ancestors; it was true for the Faures. As for Thi, he finally 
found haven in Fremont, California—forced to start over in a land that cared little 
for him or his history. 

*****

“And they wonder why so many feel broken.”
Jimmy stared into his drink. He too had been split: between Black and white, 

between oppressed and oppressor, between those who accused him of abandoning 
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his own people and those who praised him for embracing theirs. Our silence 
weighed heavy; I worried. Had I derailed our discussions? Who was I to compare 
my problems to his, why had I felt so free to fill his time with my own self- 
indulgence… Maybe I had misread him.

He looked up. 
“You know what gives me hope? The fact that those two refused to give up. The 

fact that we’re sitting here feeling bad for them, even though they’re our polar 
opposites.” I exhaled; he laughed. “Did your general know you were an anti-war 
protester?” 

I hesitated. “We never really—” I must have looked worried, because he jumped 
back in.

“That’s my point. I’ve been consorting with the enemy for most of my life, it 
goes way back to sixth grade and my teacher, Bill Miller: she taught me how much 
we all have in common.”

What a rebound. I suddenly flashed on an observation that Jimmy made back 
in the 1960s, a quote about our common humanity that I still turn to for suste-
nance. (I’ve already cited it in Part I of this essay—and included it in my film The 
Price of the Ticket, as a voiceover recorded by Baldwin.)55 It’s the quote that first 
appeared in Jane Howard’s profile of the world-famous author, the one she wrote 
for LIFE magazine where she intercut her impressions with a long monologue of 
his own:

You think your pain and your heartbreak are unprecedented in the history of the 
world, but then you read. It was Dostoyevsky and Dickens who taught me that 
the  things that tormented me most were the very things that connected me with 
all the people who were alive, or who ever had been alive.56

Those were the authors he’d read with his beloved Bill Miller. The discussions 
they’d had, the adventures they’d shared, were still with him. It had been years 
since he’d seen Bill, years since I’d looked at that magazine profile, but I could still 
see its headline—pure essence-of-Baldwin in eighteen-point type: 

“The doom and glory of knowing who you are.”
I asked him if he remembered that phrase.
“I do now.” He paused, revisiting his own words, weighing their meaning. 

“That’s what I want to achieve with ‘Remember This House’: helping those three 
kids—and the world—understand who they are.”

I was impressed. We’d just spent two hours ranging all over the map, but he 
never lost focus—and now here we sat, right back on topic. Examine your life. 
Know whence you came. Understand where you are. Figure out what needs to be 
changed and face it. Only then, only when you’ve set out to do that, can you say 
yes to love and explore your connections to others. 

That’s the message I was receiving, that’s the message I believe Jimmy hoped to 
deliver. Our film was beginning to take shape in my mind: one third vérité footage 
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of Baldwin, down South with the families and up North in his classrooms; one 
third first-person truth-telling, with Baldwin and his “witnesses” speaking straight 
to the camera; one third archival history, images drawn from Baldwin’s past to 
illuminate present and future. A three-legged stool where no single segment 
would stand without support from the others—and where all three would be 
intercut with each other. 

He agreed. 
“But the main point of all this is the kids.”
Jimmy called them kids, but they were actually young adults: at the time of our 

lunch, Medgar Evers’s son James, aka “Van,” was 25; Malcolm X’s daughter Attal-
lah Shabazz was 26; Martin Luther King, Jr.’s son Martin III was 27. There were 
other brothers and sisters, but these were the ones he knew best.

“They’re just the right age: no longer naïve, not yet cynical. Still unbridled.” He 
grinned, enthusiasm building. “Remember, I left the country at age 24; I would’ve 
had plenty to say if someone had asked me. And besides, these kids know me. 
They’ll trust me.”

For Jimmy, these three young adults—and their fathers—epitomized “doom 
and glory.”57 He’d been searching for a way into the memoir he was trying to 
write; he’d scrapped draft after draft, unable to solve it. I sat there, humbled, as his 
thoughts kept evolving. But this felt like the key: making a film while he wrote 
would help him structure his story; this wounded trio, their pain, their fate, the 
way they chose to deal with the conflicts they faced, the hope they held for our 
future would be the fulcrum on which his story would pivot. Their fathers were 
activists who made history happen. They were recipients of both progress and 
loss. Like his nieces and nephews, like his students, they had a perspective that 
was beyond his reach: they could teach him and, even better, reach the next 
 generation. Whatever it was they were thinking. That was the exciting part, he 
had no way of knowing how they might respond. He just had to figure out which 
 questions to ask. 

Once again, there it was: the importance of questions. Back and forth we went, 
suggesting ideas, debating reactions, trying to imagine the conversation he wanted 
to have. And then one possibility gave us both chills.

“Was it worth it that your father was assassinated?” 
I repeat:
“Was it worth it that your father was assassinated?”
We stared at each other. Was this too strong for an opener? Too insensitive, 

given their personal history? Jimmy was silent a moment, then shook his head, no.
“I know these kids, they can take it. They’re smart, they’re tough—They’ve faced 

far worse. And you know what?” His face softened. “I think they need this.”
We had our first question. 
If those young souls could face this—if we all were able to face it, unpack it, 

explore what it might mean if their lives were our lives—“Remember This House” 
might make a difference. 
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As Baldwin wrote in a 1962 essay, a phrase that was to guide us in the journey 
ahead, “Not everything that is faced can be changed. But nothing can be changed 
until it is faced.”58
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The Devil Finds Work: A Hollywood Love 
Story (as Written by James Baldwin)
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Abstract

Baldwin’s The Devil Finds Work (1976) has proven challenging since its publica-
tion because readers and critics have trouble classifying it. The challenge may be 
related to a common feature of Baldwin criticism, namely a tendency to compare 
late career works to early ones and to find them lacking: the experimental nature 
of later works of nonfiction like No Name in the Street (1972), The Devil Finds 
Work, and The Evidence of Things Not Seen (1985) does not square easily with the 
more conventional essays that made Baldwin famous in his early years. I attempt 
to reframe The Devil Finds Work not through a comparison to other Baldwin 
essays, but rather through a comparison to his fiction, specifically the novel 
Giovanni’s Room. I posit that a greater appreciation for Devil can result from 
thinking of it as a story, specifically the story of a failed love affair.

Keywords: The Devil Finds Work, James Baldwin, film, film criticism, history of 
American cinema, race, love, exile, expatriate
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What exactly is The Devil Finds Work (1976)? This quirky, late-career book is 
not in the accepted pantheon of must-read Baldwin works despite recent 

efforts to excavate, recover, and honor those writings of his that had previously 
been overlooked or denigrated. Its obscurity has something to do with the fact 
that it is a genre-obliterating outlier, a work of film criticism, cultural critique, and 
personal history that is as unique as its creator. It’s not a difficult book to read in 
the sense that it is accessible and firmly grounded, and Baldwin’s voice is sharply 
analytical and, at times, entertainingly arch, but it is a difficult book to interpret 
because of its slippery context and unpredictable structure. Some critics see it as a 
precursor to modern film theory: Cassandra Ellis classifies it as a “prophetic text 
that offers fresh insights for re-imagining the critical dimensions of spectatorship 
and identification.”1 Others, including Alice Craven, regard it as a “critique” con-
nected to Baldwin’s early critiques of literature, and suggest that he applies similar 
standards to film that he once applied to the novels of Richard Wright and Harriet 
Beecher Stowe.2 Jenny James calls it a “loose-form critical reflection on film, pop-
ular culture, and history,” and Nicholas Boggs describes it broadly as Baldwin’s 
“meditations on blacks and film.”3 William Dow sums up its reception this way: 
“The eclecticism and experimental form of The Devil Finds Work—including 
Baldwin’s conflation of film history and memoir—continues to challenge critics.”4 
I fully agree, and after nearly three decades of studying Baldwin from a number of 
different angles, I continue to feel challenged by The Devil Finds Work. 

To be challenged by a Baldwin work, particularly after encountering it repeat-
edly and through different lenses, is largely the point. In a review of Devil in The 
Nation, Jerry H. Bryant arrives at a largely insightful, clear-eyed, and thorough 
synopsis of the book, but laments, “I should not have had to work as hard as I 
did.”5 The review is the very archetype of the response to Baldwin’s post-1963 
work: it compares Devil unfavorably to The Fire Next Time (1963), asserts that 
Baldwin has lost touch with changing times, that his “powers really have declined,” 
and that he relies on his own experience rather than new ideas: “He has taken the 
old subject of race and made it more personal.”6 (One can easily picture Baldwin’s 
eyebrows arching at that line.) Despite the fact that the reviewer has developed an 
“affection for [Baldwin] that [he has] never had before,” he is ultimately “disap-
pointed” because Devil “fails as a coherent piece.”7 It’s possible that Bryant and 
other readers do not recognize the essay’s structure as “coherence” because they 
are primarily using Baldwin’s early essays as the model for how that word might be 
understood. Readers of his nonfiction expect him to build outward from personal 
experience to include observations about American cultural contradictions that 
lead to a hortatory conclusion about race relations like “This world is white no 
longer, and it will never be white again” or “No more water, the fire next time!”8 
Readers of his fiction, though, are much more comfortable with ambiguity and 
formal experimentation. The challenges of The Devil Finds Work may actually be 
less about formal conventions and more about readerly expectations: even though 
it is a book that defies classification, readers like Bryant label it an “essay” and, 
mapping it onto Baldwin’s earlier and more “coherent” essays, they find it lacking. 
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Although I’m certainly not suggesting that the book is fiction, there may be some-
thing to gain by thinking of it as a story. 

In order to arrive at a fresh reading of it, I tried a radical experiment: namely, I 
set aside the idea that the book is primarily about American cinema, and consid-
ered it rather as being about Baldwin’s relationship to American cinema. If we 
regard the subject of The Devil Finds Work as James Baldwin, we are perhaps closer 
to understanding its through-line. As his dedicated readers well know, however, 
there is no meaningful way to formulate “James Baldwin” as a stable subject: his 
achievement is his capacity for constant change and expansive growth. If we go a 
step further and regard Devil as a reflection of Baldwin’s psychological, intellec-
tual, and emotional state in 1975, we are yet closer to a context that might produce 
a new reading.9 David Leeming leads us in this direction in his biography of Bald-
win, but still sees the book as contiguous with Baldwin’s essays; he writes, “Devil 
is, in effect, a continuation of a long autobiographical essay, which he had begun 
with several pieces in Notes of a Native Son and in Nobody Knows My Name, fol-
lowed by The Fire Next Time and No Name in the Street … [it] is in one sense a 
fifty-year-old’s evaluative reminiscence.”10 Movies are not the true subject of the 
book, in Leeming’s estimation, but are rather “catalysts for an extensive discussion 
of the American psyche, his own life, and the sociopolitical climate in America.”11

Yes, and, as I’m exploring here, movies provide the occasion for Baldwin to tell 
a story. Cinema was Baldwin’s first love, and his mood in the mid-1970s is analo-
gous to that of a furious ex-lover. Cinema seduced him when he was a child, dis-
appointed him in young adulthood, and rejected him in middle age. Baldwin 
regards Hollywood, like America generally, as an entity that has failed to live up to 
its potential and has become criminally smug about its refusal to change. In 1975, 
just a decade before his premature death, Baldwin is fed up with his strained rela-
tionship with both his country and its most prominent cultural export. The Devil 
Finds Work can be compared to a love affair that follows a narrative arc from infat-
uation, to disillusionment, to impassioned argument, and finally to the big kiss-
off. In this context, though it seems unlikely, the Baldwin text that might be the 
key to reevaluating Devil is Giovanni’s Room (1956), a tragic tale of two lovers who 
could have had something great and lasting if one hadn’t lacked courage and 
imagination. Baldwin is Giovanni in this analogy and Hollywood is David. David’s 
realization at the end of that novel, of course, comes too late as he has lost Giovanni 
and essentially condemned him to death. In The Devil Finds Work the outcome is 
not quite so grim—no one faces the guillotine, although an entire film Baldwin 
wrote ends up on the cutting room floor—but Baldwin does tell both Hollywood 
and America in no uncertain terms that he’s through with their abuse: if they are 
willing to change, fine, but he doesn’t need them anymore. Once the love affair is 
over, he claims, “I learned something.”12 So, too, can the readers of this rich, enig-
matic text, but a willingness to work at it is, unfortunately for Bryant and others 
who want a Hollywood ending, a requirement.

Baldwin’s Hollywood romance begins in his childhood with a magical fantasy 
that takes the form of infatuation. Look again at the opening sentences of The 
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Devil Finds Work: “Joan Crawford’s straight, narrow, and lonely back. We are fol-
lowing her through the corridors of a moving train.”13 Although the second sen-
tence is meant to mimic the experience of watching a film, it indicates something 
much more immediate and intimate: Baldwin imagines himself and his fellow 
viewers as part of the film, actively on the screen along with Joan Crawford, 
“ following her.” He is so eager to connect to the world of the silver screen that he 
imagines he enters it. He follows Crawford into this movie, then he follows her 
within this movie, and despite his rational fears of the situation he finds himself in, 
he is at least initially unable to confine that experience to moviegoing: 

I certainly did not wish to be a fleeing fugitive on a moving train; and, also, with quite 
another part of my mind, I was aware that Joan Crawford was a white lady. Yet I 
remember being sent to the store sometime later, and a colored woman, who, to me, 
looked exactly like Joan Crawford, was buying something … when she paid the man 
and started out of the store, I started out behind her.14 

His attraction to the screen starlet is so strong that he translates her racial identity 
to fit his own circumstances and actually does what he says he is doing while 
watching Dance, Fools, Dance (1931): he follows the woman who is the object of 
his desire.

The opening montage of Devil is a series of transferences that connect Black and 
white women and that connect the fantasy of the silver screen to the reality of 
Baldwin’s humble world. The Black woman in the store is twice described as 
“beautiful” and, since she “looked exactly like Joan Crawford” in the young Bald-
win’s mind, the standard of beauty she represents originates in a Hollywood 
ideal.15 On the next page he also proclaims the “young white schoolteacher” Orilla 
“Bill” Miller “a beautiful woman,” and confesses, “I loved her, of course, and abso-
lutely, with a child’s love.”16 Soon after this proclamation he declares his child’s love 
for another woman: “I loved my mother, and I knew that she loved me.” This state-
ment acts as a defense against his father, who called the young James “the ugliest 
boy he had ever seen,” associating his denigrated physical features with his moth-
er’s, especially the shape of their eyes. Baldwin writes, “I thought that he must have 
been stricken blind … if he was unable to see that my mother was absolutely 
beyond any question the most beautiful woman in the world.”17 Movies help him 
recognize his father’s insults as a kind of “infirmity” by allowing him to define 
female beauty and to love beautiful women, not sexually, but “with a child’s love.”18 
He sees Bette Davis onscreen and is astounded that she shares his and his mother’s 
“pop-eyes” and that she is therefore “ugly” in his father’s assessment, but also “a 
movie star,” and therefore beautiful (emphases original).19 He concludes that his 
father must be wrong. Movies represent, essentially, a higher power than the 
tyrannical David Baldwin. If Hollywood allows the young James Baldwin to love 
and to appreciate the beauty of five very different women—Joan Crawford, the 
woman from the grocery store who resembles her, Bill Miller, his mother, and 
Bette Davis—it also allows him to love himself, even if it is only in a childish way 
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that enables him to escape his world and his father’s oppressive judgment. Thus, 
the love affair begins. 

In fact, in part one of The Devil Finds Work, Baldwin is charmed by Hollywood 
in a way that he would never be again and lured by its power to affect his emotions 
and his imagination. His resistant readings and glib dismissals from the later sec-
tions are almost absent from this first one as he focuses less on the films’ content 
and more on how they made him feel. The film version of A Tale of Two Cities 
(1935) left him “tremendously stirred and frightened.”20 The film They Won’t For-
get (1937) is marked by an “icy brutality” that “both scared me and strengthened 
me.”21 He recognizes that some white film actresses like Sylvia Sidney “moved” 
him and that he “identified” with Henry Fonda.22 These strong responses and con-
nections, all of which happen prior to his violent religious conversion, are ways for 
Baldwin to follow the lead of a powerful and seductive set of narratives that can 
make him feel more deeply while helping him connect his limited world to a 
broader one. Significantly, movies can both allow him to escape his world and to 
interpret it. In the space of a page, Sylvia Sidney “reminded me of a colored girl, or 
woman,” “reminded me of reality,” and “reminded me of Bill [Miller].”23 As the 
teachings of the church would later do, movies enable him to employ a pre- existing 
framework to interpret and validate his own experience. Throughout the first sec-
tion he repeatedly utters variations of a phrase: “I understood that,” “I had seen 
that,” or “I knew something about that” (emphases original).24 As a child, this cor-
roboration is merely exciting. It is only later in life that he will understand “the 
danger of surrendering to the corroboration of one’s fantasies as they are thrown 
back from the screen.”25 

The love affair between Giovanni and David in Giovanni’s Room also begins 
with a yearning for connection. Though Giovanni is older, he is notably boyish. 
When he and David are finally fully alone on the morning after the night they 
meet, David says to him, “You look like a kid about five years old waking up on 
Christmas morning.”26 There is perhaps an echo here of John Grimes in Go Tell It 
on the Mountain (1953) who wakes up in that novel’s first scene on his fourteenth 
birthday, and his mother gives him a present quite relevant to this essay: money to 
go to the movies. Giovanni then tells David how he first met Guillaume: “in a 
cinema!”—and David again notices a “childlike” note in Giovanni’s voice as he 
describes this initial encounter.27 When they are about to make love for the first 
time, David describes it this way: “He pulled me against him, putting himself into 
my arms as though he were giving me himself to carry.”28 Giovanni clearly trusts 
David as a child would and wants his care and his attention. David—cowardly, 
unimaginative, and self-involved—is no more up to the task than Hollywood is up 
to the task of sustaining the young James Baldwin’s dreams. 

The sweet, soft-edged glow of a honeymoon phase of a relationship inevitably 
leads to stress, strains, and arguments, filmed in a harsher light. Baldwin’s perspec-
tive in the first section of Devil is that of a child, and I have highlighted Giovanni’s 
childlike qualities from the early scenes of Giovanni’s Room, yet it is important to 
point out that children in Baldwin’s world aren’t innocent: they are just more 
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willing than adults are to believe in magic. In a key scene in the story “Sonny’s 
Blues” (1957), the narrator recalls how children and family elders sit in a bright 
living room, keeping the darkness outside at bay. The child “hopes that the hand 
which strokes his forehead will never stop—will never die … But something deep 
and watchful in the child knows that this is bound to end, is already ending.”29 
Children know the truth, in short, about the ever-encroaching darkness of their 
existence. Innocence in Baldwin’s work is a willed condition, one that is antitheti-
cal to true love. Even as Giovanni places his absolute trust and faith in David in the 
early scenes above, he also knows that David is a stereotypical American, innocent 
and smug, oblivious to “all the serious, dreadful things, like pain and death and 
love, in which you Americans do not believe.”30 When David replies, “What makes 
you think we don’t?” Giovanni doesn’t answer, but if he did, the answer could 
easily be “the movies.” In Giovanni’s linking love to “dreadful things, like pain and 
death,” we get a glimpse of the Baldwinian definition of love, not as something 
schmaltzy and artificial, “not in the infantile American sense of being made happy 
but in the tough and universal sense of quest and daring and growth,” as he says in 
The Fire Next Time, or as something even more grave in No Name in the Street 
(1972): “Love is a battle; love is a war; love is a growing up.”31 In the second section 
of Devil, then, Baldwin takes America and Hollywood to task for their refusal to 
grow up, and thus to love maturely, with all of the pain and awareness of death 
associated with love. Giovanni memorably tells David that he cannot accept “the 
stink of love.”32 Baldwin, essentially, says the same thing to Hollywood.

Section two of The Devil Finds Work is thus markedly different from section one 
in that Baldwin does not let his lover off the hook, as he did when he was a child 
and wanted so badly to believe, to express his “child’s love.” Mid-twentieth- century 
films that are supposedly liberal when it comes to race relations, almost always 
starring the magnificent Sidney Poitier, are the recurrent objects of Baldwin’s scru-
tiny in this section, and he puts them in conversation with The Birth of a Nation 
(1915), an unabashedly racist “fable” from the silent film period that Baldwin 
acknowledges is regarded as “one of the great classics of American cinema.”33 The 
hypocrisy he calls out is essentially that American cinema of the civil rights era 
purports to show the love that exists between its Black and white citizens, but that 
what it actually reveals is, as Giovanni would say, a refusal to take a hard, honest 
look at “all the serious, dreadful things” that love involves. Thus, any supposedly 
enlightened cinematic Poitier vehicle just glosses over the racial nightmare of The 
Birth of a Nation with a thick layer of “polish.”34 After twice using that word to 
describe Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner (1967), Baldwin again uses the same word 
he had used to describe The Birth of a Nation, calling Guess Who a “light and 
self-serving … fable.”35 As any reader of Baldwin’s work knows, he’s only interested 
in fables when he wants to expose the dangers of mistaking them for reality, and 
when he sees something that appears polished, his urge is to scratch it to reveal the 
reality under the surface.

If love is “a growing up,” part two of Devil shows Baldwin growing out of his 
love for movies as pure infatuation and growing into a lover who is secure enough 
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to recognize shortcomings and to express them honestly. Since love is also a 
“ battle” and a “war,” this expression often takes the form of a lover’s quarrel. One 
of Baldwin’s frustrated lifelong ambitions was to contribute to the film industry as 
meaningfully as he contributed to the world of letters, but of course that did not 
happen, for reasons that will be explored in the next section. He was, after all, a 
literary writer, and one of his consistent points throughout the first two sections is 
that novels and plays are always better than films. The claim “the book is better 
than the movie” is a cliché, but Baldwin’s contribution to this debate is more 
nuanced and more specific. Though he might believe that books constitute a supe-
rior art form, that is not his claim here; instead, he suggests that films refuse to live 
up to their potential due to a lack of courage and imagination, a tendency to play 
it safe like David in Giovanni’s Room. The section begins with a somewhat lengthy 
consideration of a now obscure film, I Shall Spit on Your Graves (1959), based on 
a 1946 novel by Boris Vian. One of Baldwin’s critiques of the adaptation is that it 
does not deal with the complex intersection of sex, social stratification, and exis-
tential angst: “This intersection, where life disputes with death, is very vivid in the 
book: and it does not, of course, exist in the film.”36 This critique sounds remark-
ably like Giovanni’s accusation that Americans avoid the “serious, dreadful things, 
like pain and death and love.” The snide “of course” in Baldwin’s statement only 
makes sense when we understand his evolving perspective: essentially, Holly-
wood, like America more generally, simply cannot handle the troubling complex-
ity that love involves. Hollywood replaces feeling with action: he describes a 
typical Hollywood scene that anchors the film version of I Shall Spit on Your 
Graves, complete with a loaded gun, a drunken southerner, and a car escape; he 
writes, parenthetically, “None of this paranoia is in Vian’s book.”37

The “paranoia” he speaks of is, essentially, Hollywood’s reliance on stock foot-
age that will cause its viewers’ hearts to race, but not to feel. In addition to playing 
it safe, Hollywood also is guilty of taking shortcuts, and thus shortchanging 
human experience. Baldwin returns throughout this section to a critique of “plot” 
v. “story,” which is an important if frequently overlooked dimension of his analysis 
in this work. It is the only way to make sense of the presence of McCarthyism and 
the FBI in this section that is otherwise focused on films. The “paranoid” aspects 
of American public/political life represented by McCarthyist red-baiting and FBI 
intimidation are also at the mercy of a plot. Here is Baldwin:

A story is impelled by the necessity to reveal: the aim of the story is revelation, which 
means that a story can have nothing—at least not deliberately—to hide. This also 
means that a story resolves nothing. The resolution of a story must occur in us, with 
what we make of the questions with which the story leaves us. A plot, on the other 
hand, must come to a resolution, prove a point: a plot must answer all the questions 
which it pretends to pose.38

It is through this critique that Baldwin is able to build his surprising claim that an 
earnest if flawed civil rights era movie like In the Heat of the Night (1967) is the 
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descendant of an overtly racist spectacle like The Birth of a Nation. As Alice Cra-
ven and others rightly claim, this rhetorical move is parallel to his critique of Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin (1852) and Native Son (1940) along the same lines, but in this context, 
I would link Hollywood’s preference for plot over story—or resolution over reve-
lation—to Baldwin’s definition of love. If love is “quest, daring, growth, growing 
up,” it is never resolved: it is always in process. Hollywood’s problem, in Baldwin’s 
eyes, is not that it attempts to address America’s racial woes, but that it attempts to 
solve them without being honest, nuanced, or bold. The conclusions of Baldwin’s 
stories and novels—features of his fiction which don’t get nearly enough attention 
or praise—are masterpieces of ambiguity: they force the reader to articulate or 
intuit what might be called the resolution. His emphasis on revelation might be 
deemed his art, but it also coincides with his understanding of love, which is the 
driving force behind art.

What bothers Baldwin about movies is parallel to what bothers Giovanni about 
David: they want everything to be clean. In the Heat of the Night leads to a resolu-
tion that is analogous, in Baldwin’s memorable analysis, to “the obligatory fade-
out kiss,” a Hollywood staple that “did not really speak of love, and, still less, of sex: 
it spoke of reconciliation, of all things now becoming possible.”39 Such happy end-
ings are problematic because of their “appalling distance from reality.”40 This 
 particular film fails because it “helplessly conveys—without confronting—the 
anguish of people trapped in a legend. They cannot live within this legend: neither 
can they step out of it.”41 The cardinal American sin in Baldwin’s eyes is to replace 
love with happiness. Happiness is a romantic fantasy whereas actual love is a mess, 
involving pain and confrontation as well as quest and daring and growth. It’s not 
as though movies can’t be messy, but they refuse to. 

Enter Giovanni, who tries and fails to explain this principle to David, if only 
through example. Giovanni’s room, the novel’s richest symbol from the title on, 
is characterized by extreme disorder, even chaos. In a moment of clarity, David 
describes it as “Giovanni’s regurgitated life.”42 In other words, it is his depth, his 
soul, his disorganized but ever questing mind. David, occasionally referred to 
as “monsieur l’américain,” finds the surfaces of things much more captivating, 
just as Hollywood is reluctant to pursue the messy reality of lived experience, 
particularly the lived experience of African Americans.43 As part two of Giovan-
ni’s Room begins, David says, “In the beginning, our life together held a joy and 
amazement which was newborn every day. Beneath the joy, of course, was 
anguish and beneath the amazement was fear.”44 David is aware of the differ-
ence between surface and depth even as he looks on his lover’s face, and he is 
scared of the depth: “the wide and beautiful brow began to suggest the skull 
beneath. The sensual lips turned inward, busy with the sorrow overflowing 
from his heart.”45 David believes Giovanni’s private room and the private sor-
rows of his heart and soul must be cleaned up or papered over. His personal 
mission is “to destroy this room and to give Giovanni a new and better life.”46 
He goes about cleaning the room and disposing of the clutter, but since the 
room is Giovanni’s regurgitated life, he is unconsciously attempting to destroy 
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Giovanni, or at least the part that disturbs David. This is not love, of course, but 
an attempt to control and sanitize reality. In contrast to Giovanni’s room is the 
brightly lit and squeaky clean American Express office where David goes to get 
his mail, and to get away from Giovanni and his filthy room. He notices that the 
American men gathered there “smelled of soap, which seemed indeed to be 
their preservative against the dangers and exigencies of any more intimate 
odor.”47 Although he distances himself from his countrymen, he is guilty of the 
exact same thing, which Giovanni states clearly when he tells him he cannot 
accept “the stink of love.”

To return to Devil, section two translates the dynamic of a love affair to the state 
of race relations in the United States. Baldwin has drawn this parallel before, 
including in the famous conclusion to The Fire Next Time: “If we—and now I 
mean the relatively conscious whites and the relatively conscious blacks, who 
must, like lovers, insist on, or create the consciousness of the others—do not falter 
in our duty now, we may be able … to end the racial nightmare, and achieve our 
country” (emphasis mine).48 True lovers, in Baldwin’s world, have to work hard, 
and suffer, and commit. In the above passages, David refuses to do so, preferring 
to cling to the infantile inception of love that is only “joy and amazement which 
was newborn every day.” So too Hollywood. Baldwin writes, “in order for a person 
to bear his life, he needs a valid re-creation of that life, which is why, as Ray Charles 
might put it, blacks chose to sing the blues.”49 Hollywood, in Baldwin’s view, 
doesn’t have the courage to produce such a valid recreation and instead produces 
and reproduces a counter reality, or mythology, or “legend”; he writes, “Even the 
most thoughtless, even the most deluded black person knows more about his life 
than the image he is offered as the justification of it.”50 Whereas the young Baldwin 
introduced in section one saw things on the screen and claimed, “I knew some-
thing about that,” in this section he discusses what Black men know of reality and 
how they are disgusted by the distortions as rendered on the screen, distortions 
born of “cowardice,” “sentimentality,” “American self-evasion,” and ultimately “the 
brutally limited lexicon of those who think of themselves as white, and imagine, 
therefore, that they control reality and rule the world.”51 From the time of its pub-
lication, readers and critics of Giovanni’s Room have been puzzled by the fact that 
it is not about American race relations, and it isn’t, but these words make clear that 
it is about a similar social power dynamic. David doesn’t run away from Giovanni 
just because he is conflicted about his own homosexual desire coupled with his 
ingrained homophobia: it is because he is cowardly and wants to cling to his facile, 
immature understanding of love as joyful and beautiful, without any pain, chaos, 
or “stink.” Hollywood similarly constructs plots that resolve the sometimes pain-
ful and ugly struggle toward ending the racial nightmare without exploring the 
true depth of this struggle in the way the blues do. 

And so, the lovers fight. Giovanni screams at David, “You do not … love any-
one! You never have loved anyone, I am sure you never will! You love your purity, 
you love your mirror … You want to be clean.”52 Baldwin screams a little less 
loudly, but just as effectively, at the end of his analysis of In the Heat of the Night: 
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nothing, alas, has been made possible by this obligatory, fade-out kiss, this preposter-
ous adventure: except that white Americans have been encouraged to continue 
dreaming, and black Americans have been alerted to the necessity of waking up … a 
black man, in any case, had certainly best not believe everything he sees in the 
 movies.53 

The boy had been eager to believe it all; the man cautions about believing every-
thing, but we sense that he is increasingly moving toward not believing anything 
he sees on the silver screen, not as long as Hollywood’s motivations are like David’s: 
self-serving, self-loving, and hopelessly distorted.

When love affairs end in Baldwin’s work or his life, they tend to end with a 
blowout argument followed by permanent and painful separation. The spurned 
lover suffers and screams at the smug lover who refuses to change, and then he 
storms away. By 1976 Baldwin had settled into the only house he ever bought for 
himself, in Saint-Paul de Vence in southeastern France. His critics had long 
accused him of being out of touch with the volatile cultural changes in America, 
given his residence in Europe, and although he deflected such charges, his self- 
described “commutes” across the Atlantic were less frequent during the mid-
1970s. He used the Joycean convention of concluding his published works with 
the cities in which they were composed. 1968’s Tell Me How Long the Train’s Been 
Gone ends “New York, San Francisco, Istanbul.” The signature locations from 
1972’s No Name in the Street are “New York, San Francisco, Hollywood, London, 
Istanbul, St. Paul de Vence.” But 1974’s If Beale Street Could Talk and The Devil 
Finds Work both end with a single location abroad: Saint-Paul de Vence. His later 
works dispense with this publishing convention, though they were largely written 
in Saint-Paul. Beginning in the mid-1970s, for better or worse, he is declaring that 
he is an expatriate, perhaps even going so far as to identify as a European. It was a 
messy breakup, but he has once and for all left the American cities in which he 
partly composed his previous works, including one notable non-city, Hollywood, 
one of the listed locations where he wrote No Name.

The reason Baldwin breaks up with Hollywood and America is that he realizes 
Hollywood is too set in its ways to change even though he fights with all his energy 
to bring about such a change. He begins the third section of Devil by showing what 
happens when Hollywood attempts “controversial, courageous, revolutionary 
films” about the underground leaders Che Guevara and Malcolm X, which is an 
extension of what happens when it attempts films about race relations.54 Because 
these films are “packaged for the consumer society,” and thus more concerned 
with “action” and “entertainment” than with the truth, they lead Baldwin to con-
clude that he and the filmmaking industry have no future together: “I simply 
walked out.”55 Giovanni expresses the same sense of resignation during his final 
breakup scene with David: “‘We will not fight any more,’ he said. ‘Fighting will not 
make you stay.’”56 David steels himself to return to the heterosexual status quo of 
his life, and to return to America. When Giovanni prompts him about what he 
wants, he says, “I want to end this terrible scene.”57 And like his analog Hollywood, 
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he’ll do everything in his power to make sure it ends up buried in some unopened 
canister in a locked archive.

Baldwin’s love affair with the movies is decidedly over when the screenplay of 
Malcolm X’s life he has been asked to write is thoroughly coopted and debased, or, 
to adopt the term he uses repeatedly to describe this misadventure, “translated.”58 
What he witnesses during his excursion into the lion’s mouth is an exercise of power, 
the power to reshape reality. He intercepts a memo circulated among the studio 
executives that clearly indicates that the film should emphasize that Malcolm “had 
been mistreated, early, by some whites, and betrayed (later) by many blacks: empha-
sis in the original.”59 Such an attempt to rewrite Baldwin’s vision of the complex and 
highly important figure of Malcolm X is essentially an act of violence. “Translation” 
is a euphemism for abuse. He recognizes and calls out this violence when he ana-
lyzes Lady Sings the Blues (1972), the story of another Black culture hero, Billie 
 Holiday, whose life is mistranslated when portrayed on the screen:

Now, obviously, the only way to translate the written word to the cinema involves 
doing considerable violence to the written word, to the extent, indeed, of forgetting 
the written word. A film is meant to be seen, and, ideally, the less a film talks, the 
better. The cinematic translation, nevertheless, however great and necessary the vio-
lence it is compelled to use on the original form, is obliged to remain faithful to the 
intention, and the vision, of the original form.60 

Cinematic translation is neither “faithful” nor “honest” in the way Billie Holiday 
was honest in her book.61 A lover who is neither faithful nor honest cannot be 
redeemed. But more: the silver screen has filtered out the essence of Holiday’s 
“testimony,” a word Baldwin chooses and emphasizes deliberately; he writes, “I 
repeat: her testimony, for that is what we are compelled to deal with, and respect, 
and whatever others may imagine themselves to know of these matters cannot 
compare with the testimony of the person who was there.”62 Or, as Giovanni would 
say, “You have never loved anyone. I am sure you never will!”63 For Baldwinian 
love ultimately involves recognition, respect, understanding, and knowledge. The 
violence of cinematic “translation” is just the opposite, the work of the devil.

Having loved and lost, Baldwin realizes that the so-called magic of the movies 
is actually the will to “control reality and rule the world.”64 Now that he has paid 
attention to the proverbial man behind the curtain, or “seen this machinery at 
such close quarters,” he no longer finds it alluring, and indeed, considers it dan-
gerous.65 Translation in the context of what he calls “the American looking-glass” 
is a distortion; the magic we see on screen is actually a means of lying about reality 
and calling it a myth.66 But Baldwin does not simply walk away and throw up his 
hands; rather, he returns to the concept of “revelation” that he learned from his 
physically and spiritually exhausting conversion experience in the church: “This 
moment changes one forever.”67 Revelation (as opposed to cinematic resolution) 
gives one the strength to sing the blues, and “to engage Satan in a battle which we 
knew could never end.”68 We recall that “battle” is one of the words Baldwin uses 
to define “love,” and we realize that the love battle with Hollywood he has been 
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describing is meant to do precisely what he says revelation is to do: revelation is 
“the aim of the story,” the resolution of which “must occur in us, with what we 
make of the questions with which the story leaves us.” “Us”—readers of The Devil 
Finds Work—have just read a love story in the form of a Baldwin testimony rather 
than “pure bullshit Hollywood-American fable.”69 It is only once we have stripped 
away the fables, distortions, myths, translations, and legends that Hollywood fash-
ions out of America’s most damaging hierarchies that we can finally see self and 
other clearly, and here is Baldwin’s ultimate revelation: “To encounter oneself is to 
encounter the other: and this is love.”70 The screen goes dark, the lights come up, 
the audience exhales. Fin.
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ESSAY

Another Cinema: James Baldwin’s Search 
for a New Film Form
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Abstract 

James Baldwin was a vocal critic of Hollywood, but he was also a cinephile, and his 
critique of film was not so much of the medium itself, but of the uses to which it 
was put. Baldwin saw in film the chance to transform both politics and art—if only 
film could be transformed itself. This essay blends readings of archival materials, 
literature, film, and print culture to examine three distinct modes in Baldwin’s 
ongoing quest to revolutionize film. First, I argue, literature served as a key site to 
practice being a filmmaker, as Baldwin adapted cinematic grammars in his fiction 
and frequently penned scenes of filmgoing in which he could, in effect, direct his 
own movies. Secondly, I show that starting in the 1960s, Baldwin took a more 
direct route to making movies, as he composed screenplays, formed several pro-
duction companies, and attempted to work in both Hollywood and the indepen-
dent film scene in Europe. Finally, I explore how Baldwin sought to change cinema 
as a performer himself, in particular during his collaboration on Dick Fontaine 
and Pat Hartley’s documentary I Heard It Through the Grapevine (1982). This 
little- known film follows Baldwin as he revisits key sites from the civil rights 
movement and reconnects with activist friends as he endeavors to construct a 
revisionist history of race in America and to develop a media practice capable of 
honoring Black communities. 

Keywords: James Baldwin, film, visual culture, archives, I Heard It Through the 
Grapevine
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In May 1972, the production company Kelly-Jordan Enterprises placed a full-
page ad in Variety announcing that James Baldwin would write and direct their 

next film, “The Inheritance.”1 It was to star Diana Sands, but the ad focused on 
Baldwin, featuring a photograph of him in Paris wearing trademark dark glasses 

Figure 1 Baldwin in Paris. Kelly-Jordan advertisement, Variety, 1972
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and a scarf beside a bookstall by the Seine. He gazes directly at the camera, a slight 
smile playing on his lips—pleased, it seems, to be making his directorial debut in 
France, an ocean away from Hollywood. Baldwin dove into the project, setting 
aside his in-progress novel, If Beale Street Could Talk (1974), so he could concen-
trate on writing “The Inheritance.”2 The film, unfortunately, was never made, but 
it is an exemplary moment in a larger story about Baldwin’s relentless efforts to be 
a film auteur.

Baldwin was, of course, a frequent and outspoken critic of Hollywood. From his 
early essays on Otto Preminger’s Carmen Jones (1954) and Porgy and Bess (1959) 
to his 1976 memoir of moviegoing, The Devil Finds Work, Baldwin showed how 
the American film industry, through a combination of racist hiring practices and 
aesthetic choices, consistently buttressed white supremacist mythologies.3 Bald-
win didn’t just catalog Hollywood’s failings, though—he was a cinephile himself, 
and references to international cinema pepper his books and letters. His friend 
and biographer David Leeming reports that Baldwin “liked nothing better than 
talking and writing about the movies.”4 So it’s crucial to recognize that Baldwin’s 
searing critique of film was not of the medium itself, but of the uses to which it was 
put. Baldwin saw in film the chance to transform both politics and art—if only 
film itself could first be transformed.

Baldwin’s own work was an attempt to do just that. As I show in this essay, he 
actively sought to be a filmmaker throughout his career. This pursuit manifested 
itself in both his explicit attempts to write, direct, and produce films and also in his 
fictional, critical, and autobiographical writings, which became an alternative lit-
erary space for filmmaking when he could not literally bring his vision to the 
screen. Drawing on new archival research, this essay pieces together Baldwin’s 
many experiments with the moving image to analyze his deep and career-long 
belief in the aesthetic, moral, and political possibilities of film and to track his 
restless attempts, across a range of genres and artistic media, to reimagine what 
the movies could be.

I examine three distinct modes in Baldwin’s ongoing quest to revolutionize film. 
First, I argue, literature served as a key site to practice being a filmmaker, as Bald-
win adapted cinematic grammars in his fiction and frequently penned scenes of 
filmgoing in which he could, in effect, direct his own movies, turning the novel 
and the short story into alternative genres of filmmaking. I then show how, start-
ing in the 1960s, Baldwin took a more direct route to making movies, as he com-
posed screenplays, formed several production companies, and attempted to work 
in both Hollywood and the independent film scene in Europe. Finally, I explore 
how Baldwin sought to change cinema not only by trying to work behind the 
camera, but also by performing in front of it, in particular during his collaboration 
on Dick Fontaine and Pat Hartley’s documentary I Heard It Through the Grapevine 
(1982). Baldwin described the film as “a personal endeavor on a public platform,” 
an effort to use the mass medium of film to circulate intimate conversations in 
which he and his longtime activist friends reflected on the civil rights movement, 
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constructed a revisionist history of race in America, and worked to develop a 
media practice capable of honoring Black communities.5

*****

Baldwin always wanted to make movies. His 1955 essay collection Notes of a 
Native Son includes his scathing review of Carmen Jones, but it also features a dif-
ferent vision for film. In the opening essay, “Autobiographical Notes,” Baldwin 
opines, “About my interests, I don’t know if I have any, unless the morbid desire to 
own a sixteen-millimeter camera and make experimental movies.”6 Critics have 
cited this line to suggest how deeply Baldwin was invested in film spectatorship 
and how intensely he took his work as a budding film theorist.7 But I want to take 
Baldwin more literally, as articulating a fundamental desire to create films, and I 
want to argue that this “interest” deeply structured his work as an author. Film-
making may have been a “morbid desire”—a perhaps impossibly uphill battle—
but seeing Baldwin as an aspiring filmmaker allows us to read his literary fiction 
as a form of “experimental movies.” In The Devil Finds Work, Baldwin mused that 
“It is said that the camera cannot lie, but rarely do we allow it to do anything else, 
since the camera sees what you point it at: the camera sees what you want it to see. 
The language of the camera is the language of our dreams.”8 In his fiction, Baldwin 
made the camera see what he wanted it to see, penning film sequences in Go Tell 
It on the Mountain (1953), Another Country (1962), and Little Man, Little Man 
(1976) that use cinema to tell a different kind of truth than Hollywood allowed.

The filmgoing scene in Go Tell It, Baldwin’s autobiographical first novel, has 
long attracted critical attention, in part because of its clear connection with The 
Devil Finds Work, but it also reveals Baldwin’s furtive hopes for film as a medium 
for interpersonal connection.9 Early in the novel, Baldwin’s avatar, John Grimes, 
spends an afternoon wandering New York City alone. He longs to go into a candy 
store and climb the steps of the New York Public Library, but he mainly keeps to 
the sidewalks, having internalized the fact that “this world was not for him.”10 The 
open expanse of Central Park is more welcoming, yet as John runs down a 
snow-covered hill, he almost knocks over an elderly passerby. To John’s surprise, 
rather than reacting in anger, “the old man smiled. John smiled back. It was as 
though he and the old man had between them a great secret.”11 Encouraged by the 
encounter, John returns to the streetscape and continues his quest for human con-
nection. Tellingly, he decides to go to the movies. 

John chooses the film carefully, studying the movie posters and selecting the 
one that feels closest to his own experience: “he felt identified with the blond 
young man, the fool of his family, and he wished to know more about his so bla-
tantly unkind fate.”12 Baldwin never names the film, but the narrative he describes 
matches Of Human Bondage (1934), the film that made Bette Davis a star. In the 
theater, instead of identifying with the young man on the movie poster, John is 
pulled into rooting passionately for the doomed prostitute played by Davis. The 
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image of her dying face inspires soul-searching by John, with cinema facilitating 
the kind of interpersonal connection that otherwise remains ineffable. Yet when 
John returns home, “real life” reasserts itself: his younger brother has been stabbed. 
With such sequencing, Baldwin seemingly asks whether the interpersonal intima-
cies John feels in the movie theater are a necessary antidote to a violent world, or 
part of the problem, cheap imitations of the bonds that matter. 

If Baldwin is ultimately ambivalent about the ethical possibilities of film specta-
torship, though, he readily adapts cinematic vocabularies as a narrative tool and as 
a means to interrogate how we know others. In the first scene of Go Tell It, John, 
having slept in, stumbles into the kitchen. As he gazes at his mother and younger 
brother, he “saw them for a moment like figures on a screen, an effect that the 
yellow light intensified.”13 This gives him a new perspective on his daily life, as “the 
windows gleamed like beaten gold or silver, but now John saw, in the yellow light, 
how fine dust veiled their doubtful glory.”14 His mother’s face, too, takes on differ-
ent dimensions on the “screen” of his mind’s eye: “the room shifted, the light of the 
sun darkened, and his mother’s face changed. Her face became the face that he 
gave her in his dreams.”15 If, as Baldwin later said in The Devil Finds Work, “the 
camera is the language of our dreams,” then John has internalized a cinematic 
logic for experiencing and inhabiting his world.16

Baldwin’s complex relationship with film is even more foundational for his 1962 
novel Another Country. The book opens bleakly, casting cinema as complicit in the 
malaise of modernity: “He [Rufus Scott] was facing Seventh Avenue, at Times 
Square. It was past midnight and he had been sitting in the movies, in the top row 
of the balcony, since two o’clock in the afternoon.”17 Another character, Cass, later 
deems the cinema “a hideous place of worship”—as she watches the screen, “she 
thought, irrelevantly, I never should come to movies, I can’t stand them, and then 
she began to cry.”18 Movies are a powerful form of entrapment in these scenes, 
both the cause and effect of isolation.

Yet Another Country also, more hopefully, explores film’s capacity to change 
people’s perspectives and inspire sociality. In a scene late in the novel, Baldwin 
invents and narrates a film, allowing him to direct it like an auteur on the page. 
Vivaldo, Cass, Eric, and Ida decide to go to a French movie in which Eric has a bit 
part. Tensions between the characters are simmering: Ida and Vivaldo, an interra-
cial couple, are bickering, and Vivaldo and Eric’s relationship has been strained, 
partly because they were both in love with Rufus. Going to the movies, though, 
temporarily unites the group. They “came, laughing, through the doors just as the 
French film began.”19 The darkened theater mends bonds and enables new 
 intimacies: 

Ida grabbed Vivaldo’s hand in the darkness, and clung to it as though she were a child, 
mutely begging for reassurance and forgiveness. He pressed his shoulder very close to 
hers, and they leaned against one another. The film unrolled. Cass whispered to Eric, 
Eric whispered to Cass. Cass turned towards them, whispering, “Here he comes!” and 
the camera trucked into a crowded café, resting finally on a group of students. “That’s 
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our boy!” cried Ida, disturbing the people around them—who sounded, for a second, 
like the weirdest cloud of insects.20 

The theater fosters a rare instance of un-anxious togetherness, even if it remains 
precarious and structured by gendered and raced hierarchies, such as Ida’s child-
like submission.

Baldwin lovingly details the scene in which Eric appears, attending to film 
framing and its possibilities. He focuses in particular on the effect of cinematic 
realism and the minimalism of Eric’s performance: Eric “was compelled to be still 
during this entire brief scene,” but his presence, as planned by the director, “held 
the scene together, and emphasized the futility of the passionate talkers.”21 If Go 
Tell It raises a question about the power of faces on film, Another Country offers an 
answer: “the director had surely placed Eric where he had because this face oper-
ated, in effect, as a footnote to the twentieth-century torment … It was a face 
which suggested, resonantly, in the depths, the truth about our natures.”22 Baldwin 
here fantasizes about genuine collaboration between a director and a performer—
something he argued Otto Preminger could never cultivate with Black actors.23 
The result deeply moves Vivaldo, who believes (somewhat naively) that he has 
finally glimpsed the real Eric on screen, catalyzing their subsequent affair. Baldwin 
thus suggests that film, at its best, could enable the kinds of intimate explorations 
of interiority that he aspired to in his novels. 

Indeed, film played a pivotal role in the composition of Another Country. In 
1959, on assignment for Esquire, Baldwin interviewed Ingmar Bergman in Stock-
holm. In the resulting essay, Baldwin recalls that after their first interview, he was 
so “struck by what seemed to be our similarities” that he “amused [himself], on 
the ride back into town, by projecting a movie.”24 He imagines a historical drama, 
then reflects on the burdens of personal history and the possibilities for represent-
ing it: “It did not seem likely, after all, that I would ever be able to make of my past, 
on film, what Bergman had been able to make of his.”25 “What was lacking in my 
movie,” Baldwin writes, “was the American despair, the search, in our country for 
authority … What would a Bergman make of the American confusion? How 
would he handle a love story occurring in New York?”26 With these questions 
swirling, Baldwin returned to Paris and resumed work on Another Country, his 
New York love story. He found that the novel “was flowing again.”27

If film helped Baldwin finish Another Country, he also, appropriately, tried 
repeatedly to adapt it for the screen. Elia Kazan read Another Country in galleys, 
and by the spring of 1962, before it was published, he urged Baldwin to return to 
New York to discuss a screen adaptation.28 Then, in 1964, the British director Tony 
Richardson acquired the film rights, with the understanding that Baldwin would 
write the screenplay.29 Baldwin traveled to Los Angeles and began composing the 
script, confident that in the era of Sidney Poitier and interracial films, he and Rich-
ardson would find studio backing.30 But that didn’t happen, and Baldwin’s collab-
oration with Richardson became one in a long line of failed film projects. Baldwin, 
though, never stopped pursuing his cinematic dreams, and as he worked back and 
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forth between his literary and filmic projects, the two media dialogically informed 
each other.

Baldwin’s 1976 illustrated children’s book Little Man, Little Man, an often over-
looked entry in his canon, showcases that cross-media dialogue. The book’s young 
narrator, TJ, envisions his block in Harlem as a film.31 “This street long,” he says, 
“It real long. It a little like the street in the movies or the TV.”32 TJ then riffs on the 
genre of the police procedural, conjuring a chase scene and zooming in and out on 
the action, cutting between characters’ perspectives. The illustrations, by Yoran 
Cazac, keep pace, portraying the events as a sequence of shots on a film reel. But 
unlike most cop dramas, TJ refuses to reify the surveilling gaze of the police and 
instead privileges the felt experiences of the man being pursued and the local res-
idents, who can only watch and “get real uptight” as “the cops keep coming real 
slow and careful down this long street.”33 The result is an imagined film in TJ’s 
mind that does much more than simply reproduce what he has watched on popu-
lar screens. 

In control of the camera, as it were, TJ makes a home movie of his local com-
munity, tracking the impact of state violence even as he lovingly films his block 
from his own child’s-eye perspective, defined by his favorite places—the church, 
the ice-cream parlor, his friend Blinky’s house. And as TJ explores the imaginative 
possibilities of film for understanding his home, the literary space of Little Man, 
Little Man allows Baldwin to experiment with the affordances of film, speculating 
about what an alternative cinematic depiction of Harlem—his Harlem—might 
look like. Blending literary fiction with hand-drawn illustrations to create a cine-
matic scene, Baldwin mobilizes a range of different arts to push the boundaries of 
what film can do and the stories it can tell. As TJ describes his block in Harlem, 
recreating it, to borrow a phrase from The Devil Finds Work, in a “cinema of [the] 
mind,” Baldwin repurposes a filmic medium that had long been used to malign 
Blackness, creating a new cinematic space for Black aesthetic innovation and 
communal empowerment.34 

*****

None of Baldwin’s works actually reached the silver screen during his lifetime. 
But not for lack of trying. Besides Another Country, he wrote adaptations of 
Giovanni’s Room (1956) and Blues for Mister Charlie (1964), at least three original 
 screenplays, and countless film treatments. Why? “Cinema is an art in the hands 
of an artist,” he said in 1968, “and I am an artist.”35 His best-known film project is 
his screenplay about Malcolm X, later published as One Day When I Was Lost 
(1972), but  following Baldwin’s own lead, critics typically frame that as a singular 
dalliance with film—and one that Baldwin was keen to leave behind.36 In truth, 
 Baldwin’s  cinematic dreams were far more expansive: As I trace in this section, he 
turned intensely to film in the 1960s and 1970s, seeking to script, produce, and 
direct films from One Day When I Was Lost to “The Inheritance.” What this 
shows is that Baldwin wasn’t just committed to critiquing Hollywood, he was 
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determined to develop an alternative to it, in the form of transnational Black 
independent film.

In late 1967, Columbia Pictures asked Baldwin to write a screenplay about 
 Malcolm X. It was the offer he had been waiting for. But he was also skeptical that 
any Hollywood production would be equal to the subject. Deeply conflicted, 
 Baldwin bought a plane ticket to Geneva—his only luggage was a copy of Alex 
Haley’s The Autobiography of Malcolm X—and spent a weekend in a hotel room 
“reading and re-reading—or, rather, endlessly traversing—the great jungle of Mal-
colm’s book.”37 It wasn’t the first time Baldwin had thought about a Malcolm script: 
he had been planning a stage production with Haley and Kazan. And with that 
work as a foundation, he ultimately resolved to bring Malcolm’s life to the screen.38 

What followed has been much rehearsed, by both Baldwin and his critics. His 
Hollywood sojourn “was, by all accounts, a disaster.”39 Columbia paired him with 
a white screenwriter, Arnold Perl, who rewrote many of his scenes, and the studio 
instructed him to depoliticize Malcolm, a task he found unconscionable—not to 
mention impossible.40 In 1969, Baldwin fled Hollywood, telling Louise  Meriwether, 

I don’t think Mrs. Baldwin’s little boy should fall so far beneath himself as to be found 
dead or mad in Hollywood and so I shook the dust of that city—my God—from off 
my feet. There was absolutely nothing left to discuss: I was not going to make their 
movie … It was ghastly.41 

And, indeed, Baldwin’s Malcolm film was never made. In The Devil Finds Work, he 
proclaims, “I would rather be horsewhipped, or incarcerated in the forthright 
bedlam of Bellevue, than repeat the adventure.”42

Such harsh rhetoric, however, obscures Baldwin’s deep investment in the film. 
At least initially, he had seen it as a means to reimagine American cinema. No naïf, 
Baldwin had “been to Hollywood before,” he told reporter C. Robert Jennings in 
1968, and he only agreed to the project on the “very abnormal terms” that he 
“approve director, cast, and final cut.”43 The FBI, for one, was nervous about what 
Baldwin might accomplish: William J. Maxwell says that “FBI newspaper clippers 
got busy documenting Baldwin’s work on [the] movie,” and FBI agents tried to 
discover his address in California so they could keep tabs on the film.44 Baldwin, 
in turn, reported to Eugene Lerner, a film agent and friend, that he was hard at 
work on the script, a project which was doing “strange things to [his] nights 
and days.”45

Baldwin’s writing process was always torturous, but his ambitions for this proj-
ect were particularly high: he was trying to invent something new. As he explained 
to Lerner, “I don’t see many movies that I like; even those I like don’t seem, rally 
[sic], to address themselves to anything I really want to do.”46 He was especially 
“avoiding foreign films” because, he said, 

my subject being so atrociously American—to say nothing of myself—I can’t really, at 
the moment, learn anything from them, except the very last thing I need to learn, that 
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is effects. But the effect, or effects, made by a European movie come out of the 
 European mind. No, I must find my own vocabulary.47 

Baldwin was no newcomer to cinema, and for that very reason, he was well posi-
tioned to recognize the necessity of creating a new American film language for 
Malcolm X. He ended his letter, though, with a wink: “Enough. I will probably 
have a Malcolm X beard by the time you see me again. Grey. I never believed that 
shit before about living your role. Home soon.”48 

More than the “effects,” though, it was the people that made a movie for Bald-
win, and as the filmmaker Sedat Pakay would recall, “Everybody wanted to play 
Malcolm X and everybody wanted to do the film.”49 Gordon Parks launched a 
campaign to direct, showing Baldwin a rough cut of The Learning Tree (1969), 
while the studio proposed everyone from Charlton Heston to Jim Brown as Mal-
colm; Baldwin wanted Billy Dee Williams.50 Columbia also pushed Poitier—
clearly hoping for a repeat of Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner (1967)—but Baldwin 
refused: “I said Sidney could never do it and they could either have him or me. It’s 
got to be right. Otherwise it’s the end of me. Sidney would sink the movie and he 
knows it.”51 Baldwin was similarly decisive in his approach to the narrative: “The 
whole effort is to do it from the inside; otherwise, you only have a propaganda 
poster.”52

Perhaps to avoid the flattening of propaganda, the beginning of Baldwin’s script 
embraces a filmic grammar designed to narrate complicated histories. The 
sideview mirror of a car becomes a portal to Malcolm’s past, and Baldwin calls for 
“Inexplicable images, swift, overlapping, blurred.”53 Those images soon become 
legible as both Malcolm’s memories and icons of a longer history of racial vio-
lence: hooded men destroying his house, with his pregnant mother standing out-
side; his father laid across train tracks seen from an oncoming streetcar.54 While 
the montaged memories are to be “swift,” Baldwin also insists on visual pauses and 
aural silences, creating a melancholy ambience.55 His script reads as both an adap-
tation of Haley’s Autobiography and an extension of Gordon Parks’s iconic photo-
graphs of Malcolm in LIFE magazine. Film thus serves as an omnivorous medium 
where Baldwin can bring together the multilayered narrative of a biography with 
the arresting indexicality of a photograph and the soulfulness of sound, all in a 
manner that’s accessible for a mass audience. But that was not the kind of film 
Columbia wanted, and when the studio refused to hire Parks, citing his supposed 
“inexperience,” Baldwin had had enough.56 He packed his bags and left, taking his 
copyrighted script, too. 

As he had before, Baldwin turned to Europe, specifically Turkey, to regroup. In 
Istanbul, he made his directorial debut on the stage with Fortune and Men’s Eyes.57 
Its success, and his intimate rapport with the actors, whom he deemed his “Turk-
ish children,” gave him confidence in his directorial abilities.58 He also starred in 
his friend Sedat Pakay’s black-and-white film From Another Place (1970), an inti-
mate, cinéma vérité production. In one of the first scenes, Baldwin lies sprawled in 
bed. Willing himself to rise, he opens the curtain, letting in the light, and walks 
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toward the camera, unabashedly wearing only briefs. As Magdalena Zaborowska 
notes, “This is not how we are used to seeing famous writers.”59 In other sequences, 
Pakay’s camera accompanies Baldwin as he wanders the city. That a film could be 
such an intimate affair—both in its production and its aesthetics—may well have 
restored Baldwin’s faith in the artform. 

In the fall of 1970, Baldwin also launched his own production company, Berdis 
Films, presumably named for his mother. Newspapers in the United States took 
note. Ollie Stewart, a columnist for the Afro-American, devoted his weekly “Report 
from Europe” to Baldwin’s new venture, under the headline “James Baldwin Turns 
to Movies,” and Variety ran a front-page story, explaining that Baldwin “wants to 
be able to have the say in the adaptation of any of his works … However major 
distrib [sic] would not be eschewed once the film was finished or even before, 
provided there was no interference.”60 The initial projects were to include a film 
version of Another Country directed by Joseph Losey, which had been in the works 
since the mid-1960s, and an adaptation of “This Morning, This Evening, So Soon,” 
a short story about film culture and artistic collaboration. Baldwin would write 
the scripts for both. And his film company would be thoroughly transnational: 
Variety said that French-language films “would also be considered” and that Bald-
win wanted to work with Constantin Costa-Gavras and Alan Resnais, while Stew-
art remarked on Baldwin’s choice of Paris as his base of operations and speculated 
that “Hollywood is becoming an also-ran.”61 Having found Hollywood wanting, 
Baldwin turned to foreign film and the independent scene.

Baldwin had long valued independent film. In 1962, he sold “This Morning” to 
an independent producer, who planned to have Edward Albee or Ossie Davis 
write the screenplay, and Baldwin had been cautiously optimistic: “It might turn 
out quite well—no stars, low budget, foreign market, prizes at Cannes, all that 
jazz.”62 Aside from the prizes at Cannes, by the 1970s, Baldwin also saw indepen-
dent film as a way to unite art and politics. In 1971, he and Costa-Gavras planned 
a film entitled “Soledad Brother,” but even more pressing political demands inter-
rupted their plans: soon after Baldwin finished the film treatment, George Jackson 
was murdered and Baldwin “had to go on the road, for Angela Davis.”63 That same 
year, Baldwin also wanted to resurrect his Malcolm film, as he had initially 
intended it.64 Failing that, he published his script as One Day When I Was Lost, and 
he wrote about his Hollywood experience in No Name in the Street. The two texts, 
both published in 1972, marked Baldwin’s break from Hollywood, but they also 
added to his growing film portfolio—his concerted attempt to declare his place in 
the world of film.

Berdis Films never produced any pictures, but by the spring of 1972, Baldwin 
had agreed to do a film called “The Inheritance” with Kelly-Jordan Enterprises.65 
Kelly-Jordan’s roster of writer-directors also included Maya Angelou and Bill 
Gunn, and Baldwin himself had previously partnered with Jack Jordan, one of the 
few Black producers in the business, though with no results. That spring, however, 
Kelly-Jordan had released Georgia, Georgia, starring Diana Sands and scripted by 
Angelou, and in Leeming’s words, Baldwin felt that “If Jordan could do it for Maya, 
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why not for him?”66 So Baldwin signed on to write “The Inheritance”—and to 
direct. That summer, as he wrestled with his screenplay, he told his friend the actor 
David Moses that it was “far more complex than I’d expected it to be, I don’t yet 
know enough about the people, and, in short, I’m sweating my balls off.”67 The plot 
of “The Inheritance” follows Brigid Bryant, a bi-racial dancer to be played by 
Sands, who travels from Birmingham to Berlin to confront her white German 
father, whom she has never met, and to claim her “inheritance.” In the script, 
 Brigid’s German family assumes her quest is materialistic, but Baldwin was after 
much larger questions of identity, complicity, and memory, charting a multi- 
generational family saga that weaves together scenes from America and Germany 
to interrogate forty years of history—and white supremacy—on two continents. 

There are clear stylistic connections between “The Inheritance” and One Day 
When I Was Lost, but “The Inheritance” comes closer to a shooting script. The 
opening, like One Day, is emotionally saturated with the past: “In silence: a black 
woman’s hand, regal, heavily-burdened with pride, ornate with spangles at the 
wrist, splendid with rings, moves across and within a kind of private space: a 
dance elaborately private, the key-note of which is, nevertheless, farewell.”68 As the 
narrative progresses, Baldwin remains dedicated to his characters’ emotional ter-
rain, but he is also more attentive to cinematography than in his other scripts, 
consciously orchestrating close-ups and point-of-view shots. He does, though, 
leave some direction for the set. In a montage introducing 1929 Berlin, for exam-
ple, a staccato list suffices: “Bread-lines; Soup kitchens; Riots; Whores, female; 
Whores, males.”69 As the film’s planned director, Baldwin would be able to film 
that montage exactly as he wanted. 

“The Inheritance” also treats film as a technology of memory. In an early scene 
in Istanbul, Brigid visits a fortune teller, a “medium,” who functions as an obvious 
stand-in for the medium of film. Rather than illuminate the future, the fortune 
teller focuses on the past. A series of flashbacks show her visions, and throughout 
the screenplay Baldwin embraces the opportunity to leap between time periods 
and across oceans with a simple cut. So, when Brigid responds to a query about 
why she came to Germany, “Well, time and space have altered. Both are smaller 
than they were before, and so one can do more with them,” the line immediately 
signifies as a meta-cinematic comment on what a camera can do.70 

Baldwin uses this filmic ability to compress time and space to explore the reso-
nances between America and Germany, but without asserting any easy moral 
equivalency. Brigid’s father Wilfred, for instance, wants to aid Germany’s drive 
toward industrial autonomy as an engineer but then becomes complicit in Hitler’s 
rise. Baldwin likewise analyzes contemporary Germany, describing the Berlin 
Wall as an “excessive border,” before calling for an overhead shot that shows “Cars 
crawling East: cars crawling West.”71 By interweaving these German vignettes with 
scenes from Birmingham, Baldwin makes the political connections clear, not least 
with a scene in which Brigid’s husband is murdered by an Alabama police officer.72 
Baldwin never shies away from depicting the national nightmares of both coun-
tries, but he also, not unlike Go Tell It, retains some hope that interpersonal 
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connections, particularly a friendship between Brigid and her blond-haired Ger-
man nephew, can bridge differences. 

“The Inheritance,” however, was never made: Kelly-Jordan Enterprises went 
bankrupt, and in 1973 Baldwin had to sue to retain the rights to the film.73 Even 
amid that legal battle, Baldwin didn’t give up on cinema. He attended the Cannes 
Film Festival, where Bill Gunn’s avant-garde vampire film Ganja & Hess (1973) 
was the only American movie to screen at Critics’ Week, and later that summer he 
finished writing “The Inheritance.” With the screenplay complete, Baldwin tried 
to start another new film company. He wrote to Moses and detailed his casting 
plans, which were to include Simone Signoret. He also shared his ambition “to 
create a nucleus of people who will continue working together” and rattled off 
ideas for location shooting.74 “I’m very excited and very frightened,” he concluded, 
“but the reaction to the script has been extraordinary.”75

By 1974, popular films like Parks’s Shaft (1971) and Melvin Van Peebles’s Sweet 
Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song (1971) had ushered in a boom in Black cinema, and 
Esquire commissioned Baldwin to write about the phenomenon. Two years earlier, 
when George Goodman, Jr. of the New York Times had asked Baldwin about main-
stream Black films, Baldwin responded, “Are they in fact black?”76 And his tune 
had not changed in 1974: he told Moses that he was “doing research for a long 
essay Esquire asked me to do on Black films (Lord) and was therefore trapped in 
projection rooms in Paris.”77 Baldwin saw his own filmmaking endeavors as fun-
damentally different—an artistic rather than a commercial project—and it’s an 
unfortunate irony that he seems to have disregarded many of the Black indepen-
dent films of the period.78

Baldwin, though, was still forging ahead with “The Inheritance.” His intended 
lead, Diana Sands, had died of cancer the year before, but Baldwin told Moses that 
he had recently pitched the script to Ingo Preminger, whom Baldwin deemed a 
friend and “a very different cat” from his brother Otto.79 Baldwin also had new 
casting plans, including Diana Ross for the lead (or if not her then Rosalind Cash), 
Thommy Berggren, and Sylvia Sidney. There were also parts for David Baldwin 
and Abbey Lincoln, as well as Moses, newcomer Ivan Nikolov, and Richard 
 Attenborough, whom Baldwin had recently met. “Not a bad package,” he con-
cluded, “and I think we’ll get most of it: we might get it all.”80 Baldwin had carefully 
plotted camera angles in his script, but his conception of filmmaking was  ultimately 
less about cinematography and more about bringing different artists—and the dif-
ferent arts—together. “To guide my poor self through” as director, he wrote to 
Moses, “I have the nucleus of the technical crew. Have the set designer. Will get 
Quincy Jones to do the music. I don’t have a cameraman, but I expect him to pres-
ent himself shortly.”81 

Baldwin’s last long discussion of “The Inheritance” with Moses comes in a 1976 
letter. He begins by apologizing for being “distant,” explaining that he was afraid 
he had become a “jinx on actors,” particularly ones he was close to: “I wrote The 
Inheritance for you, and my beloved Diana [Sands]. You saw how the producer 
(Jack Jordan) fucked that up.”82 Then, seeming to forget his 1974 letter about new 
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casting possibilities, he asserted that “when Diana died, I had no heart to go any 
further.”83 But Baldwin was newly resolved to see the project through, and he 
eagerly outlined other film ventures, too, noting that Third World Cinema might 
do If Beale Street Could Talk with Michael Schultz directing and Baldwin writing 
the screenplay. He was in high spirits about the work. He had realized that he 
would have to “do it myself ” if he wanted any project to reach the screen, and he 
felt that he could, finally, focus entirely on film.84 “Actually,” he mused, “with two 
books coming out in a single year, and with Beale Street still working, I don’t want 
to bring out another book for awhile. Which means that I may, at last, have bought 
the time I needed to work in films.”85

Baldwin likely wrote Beale Street itself with the intention of bringing it to the 
screen, but at the very least, he saw the novel as an enabler: “It’s funny, but it would 
appear that Beale Street will make it possible for us to do a lot of the things we 
wished to do long before I wrote that least ‘controversial’ of my novels.”86 In 2018, 
Barry Jenkins belatedly proved this true when his adaptation of Beale Street 
became the first of Baldwin’s novels to reach the big screen.87 

*****

Perhaps Baldwin’s most explicit connection to visual mass media was as a subject. 
From his 1965 Cambridge University debate with William F. Buckley, Jr. to his 
regular appearances on television talk-shows, Baldwin became a media icon. So 
although he struggled to get behind the camera, he could at least share his per-
spective from in front of it. In documentary films from Pierre Koralnik’s Un 
étranger dans le village (1962) to Richard O. Moore’s Take This Hammer (1963) and 
Horace Ové’s debut Baldwin’s Nigger (1968), Baldwin collaborated with directors 
and appeared onscreen himself to explain, examine, and critique his world.

Of all the documentaries Baldwin collaborated on, I Heard It Through the 
Grapevine (1982) is both the most ambitious and the closest to Baldwin’s own 
vision for film: using the medium to tell intimate stories with serious political 
stakes, in ways not typically seen in mainstream media. I therefore close this essay 
by narrating the making of Grapevine and reading both the film and additional 
interviews Baldwin conducted for it in order to show how Baldwin crafted a 
counter-media project and a revisionist history of civil rights through indepen-
dent film.

In 1980, as Ronald Reagan and Jimmy Carter hit the campaign trail, Baldwin 
began his own road trip. Ostensibly on assignment for The New Yorker, and plan-
ning to write a book, too, Baldwin traversed the South to reflect on the gains and 
the stagnation of the civil rights movement.88 He revisited key sites from Atlanta 
to Selma and reconnected with friends and activists, including Jerome Smith, 
Sterling Brown, and John Lewis. The husband-and-wife team of Dick Fontaine 
and Pat Hartley accompanied him with a small film crew, recording Baldwin’s six-
week journey and the hours of conversations he had along the way. Grapevine was 
the result. 
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Inspired by No Name in the Street, Fontaine envisioned Grapevine as a “Baldwin 
essay on film.”89 The film’s thesis is, essentially, that only superficial changes have 
occurred. Baldwin calls Atlanta the world’s best “make-up job,” for example, and 
in New Orleans, he says that “Everything has changed on the surface, but nothing 
else has been touched. In a way, the state is more powerful than ever because it has 
given us so many tokens.” Time and again, Baldwin expresses the feeling that he’s 
only been gone from the South for a few minutes and has reentered the same con-
versations he was having in the 1960s. At one point, he reflects that “It is very bit-
ter to have fought so hard for the vote only to enter the system and realize there is 
nothing to vote for,” a stinging critique given the television footage of Carter’s and 
Reagan’s campaigns that we see Baldwin watching periodically throughout the 
film. In Eddie Glaude’s words, Baldwin is preoccupied with “the complex relation-
ship between history and memory … as he witnessed the country’s zealous 
embrace of Reaganism. So much was being willfully forgotten at a breathtaking 
pace, and just as much was being relived.”90 Fontaine initially pitched the film to 
Baldwin as a funded research trip, but it soon became much more, as Baldwin 
realized the power of telling this story in moving images.91

The film’s historical consciousness develops through a series of visual juxtapo-
sitions, tacking between 1960s documentary footage, contemporary 1980s scenes, 
and intimate conversations between Baldwin and his longtime friends. Some-
times, the historical footage is intentionally jarring, as when a white sheriff calmly 
describes to television audiences the use of electric cattle prods on protestors. At 
other times, Grapevine’s editing emphasizes the seamless transitions between time 
periods, for example cutting, mid-sentence, from the activist Oretha Castle Haley 
speaking in 1980 to finish her thought with a speech she delivered in the 1960s as 
president of the New Orleans chapter of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE). 
Similarly, when Baldwin crosses the Edmund Pettus Bridge into Selma, the site of 
Bloody Sunday, the film cuts between contemporary and historical footage of the 
city to suggest how the past still haunts the present. These visual effects and the 
film’s elegiac lyricism are tightly tied to Baldwin’s own running commentary and 
his bodily performance: it is very much his film. As Baldwin emphasized in a con-
versation with James Meredith, contrasting Grapevine with his Malcolm film, this 
time “the whole thing has been done from my point of view.”92 

Indeed, Grapevine is an intensely personal film, and it experiments with how 
to use such personal experiences to interpret history. It opens with Baldwin at his 
desk, paging through a book of documentary photographs, and as Glaude writes, 
“One can see the slight smile on Baldwin’s face or the furrow of his brow as he 
pauses to look at a photo. He feels the images.”93 Then Baldwin reflects, in 
 voiceover: 

It was 1957 when I left Paris for Little Rock. 1957. This is 1980, and how many years 
is that? Nearly a quarter of a century. And what has happened to all those people, 
children I knew then, and what has happened to this country, and what does this 
mean for the world? What does this mean for me? 
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Baldwin’s reflection on his photo album is metonymic of Grapevine as a whole: the 
film effectively sets those photographs in motion, treating them as a bridge 
between times rather than as remnants of a fundamentally different past. 

Grapevine was also a family affair. Fontaine’s close friendship with Baldwin’s 
brother David “made a difference” for the author, who was initially “a bit reluc-
tant” to trust a white British filmmaker, and once on the road, Baldwin found a 
kindred spirit in Fontaine’s wife Hartley, a Black New Yorker. “He cared about us,” 
Fontaine recalled. “Whether or not we were going to survive [as an interracial 
couple].”94 And in the film itself, Baldwin visits Bunkie, Louisiana, his stepfather’s 
birthplace, where he encounters, apparently for the first time, a photograph of his 
stepfather’s half-brother, whose father was the white master of the house. “It was 
strange to see, in effect, your father in whiteface,” Baldwin tells David. The camera 
slowly zooms in on the photograph, then cuts to a picture of Baldwin’s stepfather, 
letting the first image linger. The slow dissolve produces a ghostly double-image, 
like a daguerreotype, creating a striking visual of the fundamental entanglement 
of white and Black America. 

The heart of the film, though, is the bond between James and David Baldwin. 
David appears in most of the film’s non-Southern scenes, which must have pleased 
his older brother, who always wanted to cast him in his movies, and over drinks at 
Mikell’s in Harlem they reflect on Baldwin’s trip South. Portions of their conversa-
tion at Mikell’s appear throughout, forming the film’s “spine,” in Fontaine’s words, 
and providing a narrative and expository framework.95 Their easy rapport and 

Figure 2 Screenshot from I Heard It Through the Grapevine 
(dir. Dick Fontaine, 1982) (Courtesy of the Dick Fontaine 
Paper and Film Outtakes Collection, 1960–1990, Harvard 
Film Archive, Harvard College Library)
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sometimes elliptical discussions evoke the ambience of a home movie, and indeed, 
the intimate, semi-narrative style of Grapevine is itself a politics: a commitment to 
contesting the stereotypical images of Black life circulated by mainstream media 
and using the camera to record both the explicit and the subtle ways that Ameri-
ca’s history of racist violence continues to shape everyday life. 

Weaving together personal and national memory, Grapevine seeks to inspire 
historical literacy in a period at risk of political quiescence. Hoyt Fuller, for 
example, tells an incredulous Baldwin about a recent exchange with one of his 
students at Cornell who had left a question on a quiz blank: when Fuller asked 
her to read it aloud, she admitted she had never heard of “Malcolm ten.” But 
rather than offer a parade of facts, Grapevine advocates a more fundamental 
shift in perspective. In one scene on the road to Selma, for example, shot from 
inside a car, as the camera captures the rural highway scenery, Baldwin says, in 
voiceover, “When I first went South, I felt, I felt I had come home,” and then, 
pausing, he continues, “You are aware of the trees. You are aware of how many 
of your brothers hung from those trees. In that landscape. Under that sky. And 
the people in that landscape have been doing that for generations. And may now 
do it to you.” Sun streams through the window as he speaks, a juxtaposition that 
demands that viewers recognize the saturation of the landscape with racist vio-
lence. The film’s interviewees share Baldwin’s sense of urgency for circulating 
alternative perspectives on American history. Oretha Castle Haley, for example, 
says Baldwin’s project has the potential to “teach and enable people to under-
stand why things have happened” and to provide “a sense of renewal, a sense of 
re-dedication to the struggle that we are engaged in.”96 With its limited release, 
Grapevine probably wasn’t quite so transformative, but the film, and Baldwin’s 
oral histories for it, still represent an invaluable archive of political history and 
Black radical thought. 

It’s important to recognize, though, that only a fraction of Baldwin’s recorded 
interviews made it into the film.97 Some of the most searing political critiques were 
left on the cutting-room floor, including Baldwin’s conversation with Ben Chavis, 
who had just been released from prison, the last of the Wilmington Ten. Archived 
transcripts reveal that Baldwin often spoke in terms of state-sanctioned “geno-
cide” against Black Americans, rather than “racism,” and that he argued that the 
civil rights movement was best categorized as the “latest slave rebellion,” for “as 
Malcolm pointed out a long time ago, if you’re a citizen you have your civil rights. 
If you don’t have your civil rights, what are you … a slave.”98 Baldwin’s criticism of 
politicians is similarly sharper in the archived transcripts: during his conversation 
with Chavis, for example, Baldwin repeatedly notes that Nixon was president 
during Chavis’s unjust trial, and at one point he interjects, “I want to say one thing, 
about Mr. Nixon, I want to say, do not cut this out, Nixon was a kind of amateur 
Hitler.”99 The line, however, was cut. Fontaine later told Leeming that he had 
enough material for a four-hour film and that the final cut for British television 
was “too compressed,”100 but even in its edited version, Baldwin was shocked that 
they let it air.101
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The threat of racist violence wasn’t only in the past, however. During Baldwin’s 
opening remarks at a conference on African literature in St. Augustine, Florida, at 
the start of his trip for Grapevine, a man’s voice interrupts over a loudspeaker, 
demanding, “You’re going to have to cut it out Mr. Baldwin, we can’t stand for this 
kind of going on.”102 Some of the audience members giggle in disbelief, while oth-
ers look aghast, seemingly more from the impropriety of it than any real sense of 
danger. But Baldwin quickly grasps the lethal possibilities of the threat. Standing 
at the front of the conference room, utterly exposed, he refuses to step down, and 
with extemporaneous force, he declares, 

Mr. Baldwin is nevertheless going to finish his statement. And I will tell you now, 
whoever you are, that if you assassinate me in the next two minutes, I’m telling you 
this: it no longer matters what you think! The doctrine of white supremacy on which 
the Western world is based has had its hour—has had its day. It’s over! 

The audience then breaks into thunderous applause and leaps to its feet, at least 
sonically and symbolically sheltering Baldwin in an act of solidarity against a very 
present white supremacist menace.

In fact, a crucial feature of film, for Baldwin, was its capacity to carry political 
critiques to a global audience and thereby build solidarity. When Chavis details 
his unjust incarceration, for instance, Baldwin interjects: “I want you to explain on 
what legal pretext this could happen. We are talking to Tehran, we are talking to 
another country.”103 Similarly, in his conversation with Oretha Castle Haley, Bald-
win emphasizes that “Malcolm and Martin were murdered at the point where they 
connected the black situation in this country with the non-white situation around 
the world. That was a terrible menace to the entire Western world.”104 And at the 
conference in St. Augustine, Baldwin meets the Nigerian novelist Chinua Achebe 
for the first time, leading to a moving picture of diasporic solidarity. Baldwin and 
Achebe visit a former slave market that later served as a Ku Klux Klan meeting 
place, and as they enter the open-air structure, Baldwin grasps Achebe’s hand and 
proclaims that this was where they met four hundred years ago: “You were chained 
to me,” Baldwin says, “And I was chained to you.” Reflecting on the experience 
later with David, Baldwin explains, “There we were—together. It defeated a con-
spiracy that meant we should never be able to speak.” For the writer and film-
maker Toni Cade Bambara, film was perfectly suited to forging such connections. 
“How shall a diasporized people communicate?” Bambara asked rhetorically. 
“Answer: independent films.”105 Grapevine suggests that Baldwin would have 
agreed.

Indeed, the finished film and Baldwin’s archived interviews emphasize his com-
mitment to making Grapevine a counter-media project, designed to circulate 
alternative images and narratives about Blackness in America and to equip audi-
ences with a critical media literacy. In a scene in Oretha Castle Haley’s living 
room, for example, Haley shows Baldwin the front page of the local newspaper, 
which features a sketch of a young Black man pointing a gun directly out at the 
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reader. In his pupils, the artist has drawn skulls. The film then cuts from a close-up 
on the newspaper to a shot of Haley’s young son, who is Black, and his white 
friend. The two boys peer around the doorway as Haley’s son, with a mischievous 
grin, asks when dinner will be ready. Haley’s expression in response is a complex 
mixture of amusement, weariness, and love that raises the question: what kind of 
world will her son be able to grow up in? And how can a media landscape that 
demonizes and endangers Black life be challenged and remade?

We get a sense of Baldwin’s own answer to that latter question in his conversa-
tion with James Meredith, another interview that was cut from the film. The last 
time Baldwin had seen Meredith was when Baldwin was planning a film collab-
oration with Warren Beatty, and reflecting back on that project, Baldwin tells 
Meredith that “Warren is all right but Hollywood is a strait jacket. There’s very 
little I can do in that framework.”106 Their conversation then turns to the popular 
television miniseries Roots (1977), based on Alex Haley’s novel. They agree that 
the series has been oriented toward white audiences, and they are both 
“ frightened” by its particular framing of Blackness and Black history. In a state-
ment about TV that echoes his early film reviews, Baldwin then proclaims, “the 
phenomenon of television can distort everything, and it is really, I’ve begun to 
think more and more and more, one of the most effective ways ever devised to 
destroy history, to make everything unreal.”107 Grapevine, which was made for 
TV and centers on the recovery of familial and national history, aimed to accom-
plish just the opposite.

Figure 3 Screenshot from I Heard It Through the Grapevine 
(dir. Dick Fontaine, 1982) (Courtesy of the Dick Fontaine 
Paper and Film Outtakes Collection, 1960–1990, Harvard 
Film Archive, Harvard College Library)
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Throughout his career, Baldwin saw film as a powerful tool for forging connec-
tions and collectivity. In one scene in Grapevine, Oretha Castle Haley says, of her 
New Orleans community, “Many of us have lost contact with each other and 
within the past year, we were forced to recognize that we have got to come together 
to recognize what’s going on.” Grapevine implicitly argues that her sentiment 
applies to the Black community in the 1980s nationwide. So it’s important that the 
very process of making the film became a way to build community: as Baldwin 
crisscrossed the country, reconnecting with activist friends, he recreated the 
grapevine, reestablishing many of their ties with each other. The film’s initial 
screening was a similarly communal affair, held at Mikell’s, where some of the film 
was shot, and attended by Baldwin’s family and close friends, including Toni Mor-
rison, Ossie Davis, and Max Roach.108 Grapevine was then shown at the Film 
Forum Festival in New York and appeared on television in Britain and the United 
States. Today, though, it is extraordinarily difficult to see the film—it has become 
an archival object. But Harvard Film Archive is working to restore and re-release 
it.109 If Grapevine was, in some ways, a realization of many of Baldwin’s dreams for 
film, hopefully its re-release will build new communities. Such a project remains 
necessary today. 
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ESSAY

Everybody’s Protest Cinema: Baldwin, 
Racial Melancholy, and the Black Middle 
Ground

Peter Lurie University of Richmond

Abstract

This article uses Baldwin’s 1949 essay “Everybody’s Protest Novel” to consider that 
literary mode’s corollary in the 1990s New Black Cinema. It argues that recent 
African American movies posit an alternative to the politics and aesthetics of films 
by a director such as Spike Lee, one that evinces a set of qualities Baldwin calls for 
in his essay about Black literature. Among these are what recent scholars such as 
Ann Anlin Cheng have called racial melancholy or what Kevin Quashie describes 
as Black “quiet,” as well as variations on Yogita Goyal’s diaspora romance. Films 
such as Barry Jenkins’s adaptation of If Beale Street Could Talk (2018) and Joe Tal-
bot and Jimmy Fails’s The Last Black Man in San Francisco (2019) offer a cinematic 
version of racial narrative at odds with the protest tradition I associate with earlier 
Black directors, a newly resonant cinema that we might see as both a direct and an 
indirect legacy of Baldwin’s views on African American culture and politics. 

Keywords: protest novel, New Black Cinema, melancholy, romance, “cinema of 
attractions,” African American film
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The “protest” novel, so far from being disturbing, is an accepted and com-
forting aspect of the American scene … Whatever unsettling questions are 
raised are evanescent, titillating; remote, for this has nothing to do with us, 
it is safely ensconced in the social arena, where, indeed, it has nothing to do 
with anyone, so that finally we receive a very definite thrill of virtue from the 
fact that we are reading such a book at all.

James Baldwin, “Everybody’s Protest Novel”1

Spike Lee’s films have a penchant for powerful opening and closing sequences. 
While we likely expect this of any provocative or purposeful director, Lee’s pic-

tures show this tendency in particularly vivid ways, often as a result of his utilizing 
found footage of events that he understands to have an unsettling effect. He 
opened his 1992 Malcolm X with George Holiday’s video of the Rodney King beat-
ing by the LAPD that had occurred the year before. During the final minutes of his 
2019 BlacKkKlansman appears digital media coverage of the “Unite the Right” 
rally that occurred in Charlottesville, Virginia, in 2017, including the impact of 
the car that killed Heather Heyer. 

The reasons for Lee including this material are clear. In the case of his biopic, he 
sought to remind viewers that the biases surrounding Malcolm X’s life, and that of 
Martin Luther King, Jr., which resulted in both men’s assassination, were still prev-
alent in 1992. Nearly thirty years later, telling the story of Ron Stallworth infiltrat-
ing the Ku Klux Klan, Lee telescopes from his protagonist in 1978 to the same 
white supremacists’ return to the contemporary political landscape—including 
former Klan Grand Wizard David Duke, who is portrayed fictionally in the movie 
but who appears in the Charlottesville footage at its end. 

The opening of Lee’s breakout feature, Do the Right Thing (1989), is different in 
that nowhere in the film does he avail himself of the public digital archive (other 
than the glancing appearance at the film’s close of the famous photo of Martin 
Luther King and Malcolm X together). Notwithstanding the fact that in 2014 Lee 
rightly claimed that the picture’s ending anticipated the death of Eric Garner in a 
police chokehold, the film’s account of Radio Raheem’s murder and its other events 
are staged.2 The particular stylization of the film’s mise-en-scène, like that of Lee’s 
movies generally, is important to this discussion, and I return to it below. At the 
outset I mean to note only that Rosie Perez’s duly celebrated appearance in the 
opening titles dancing to Public Enemy’s “Fight the Power” is of a piece with Lee’s 
urge toward engaging audiences with urgency and, as here, with a direct, frontal 
challenge to their political awareness. 

This is not to say that Lee’s films in any way lack artistry. Indeed, his cinema 
includes filmic images as powerfully rendered as those of any practicing director 
and as aesthetically accomplished as the classical auteurs.3 As is well known, Lee’s 
appeal is different from some of his earlier contemporaries in the New Black 
 Cinema, the 1990s movement that included directors like the late John Singleton, 
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the Hughes brothers, Mario Van Peebles, and Gary Gray. Singleton’s Boyz N’ the 
Hood (1991), released two years after Do the Right Thing, was notable for its direct 
account of violence, police surveillance, drug use, and loss in the Black commu-
nity of South-Central LA. Both films were considered part of a then-vanguard of 
what critics dubbed “hood cinema” that showed viewers Black urban life in ways 
US film never had before. Yet unlike Lee, Singleton’s style was not self-conscious 
or overtly artful, possessing a realism that impressed contemporary reviewers and 
influenced other directors who followed him. 

To note that a filmmaker can be both political, even strident, while at the same 
time pursuing such aims with artistic subtlety is not a particularly new observa-
tion. Yet as my title means to imply, and as James Baldwin’s observations about 
protest fiction help me argue, something important happens in the example of 
Spike Lee’s films by way of this combination. Or rather, something appears to hap-
pen on the surface of the viewers’ encounter with the film that agitates her or him, 
but that ultimately, Baldwin would suggest, leaves viewers with less than what Lee 
hopes to offer them, or even what some scholarly defenders see as his films’ value. 

I take up particular aspects and assertions from Baldwin’s 1949 essay “Every-
body’s Protest Novel” below. At the outset, I mean these remarks to highlight the 
humanist, but always political, element of his thinking. Baldwin urges readers to 
see the striking, in his view often lurid, appeal of works that, however important 
or necessary their moral argument, appeal to a sense of outrage that renders their 
narratives, characterization, or even their language alien to what Baldwin calls 
“that truth, as used here, [which] is meant to imply devotion to the human being, 
his freedom and fulfillment.”4 Lest we confuse this with a bland, increasingly dis-
credited classical or Enlightenment tradition defined by virtue of its whiteness, I 
point to Baldwin’s own clarification of his terms. His argument “is not to be con-
fused with a devotion to Humanity which is too easily equated with a devotion to 
a Cause; and Causes, as we know, are notoriously blood-thirsty.” Baldwin points 
to the elusive figure (what literary theory might posit as the subject) he means us 
to seek as writers as well as readers of fiction: “He is … something resolutely inde-
finable, unpredictable. In overlooking, denying, evading his complexity,” as Bald-
win claimed the writers of the protest tradition did, “we are diminished and we 
perish; only within this web of ambiguity, paradox, this hunger, danger, darkness, 
can we find at once ourselves and the power that will free us.”5 It is this blend of the 
political, imaginative, and decidedly lower-case humanism Baldwin extols that I 
see more recent African American film demonstrate.

My consideration of Lee’s films relates to the ongoing role of Baldwin in our 
broader understanding of Black-themed and -produced art. I offer Lee’s particular 
example of an aspect of Black cinema that I associate with Baldwin’s critique of the 
protest tradition because it helps me describe a quality that Lee’s films lack, but 
that Baldwin’s enormously sensitive thinking helps me identify as an element of 
other recent Black films. Of particular note is Barry Jenkins’s 2018 adaption of 
Baldwin’s If Beale Street Could Talk (1974), which I treat at length. I close my dis-
cussion with a turn to 2019’s The Last Black Man in San Francisco, a film that, with 
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Jenkins’s Beale Street and other recent pictures, shows a vital dimension in the 
contemporary cultural landscape of race that I trace to Baldwin’s ethos. 

Two moments from Lee’s films serve to make my ancillary point. Oddly, they 
each involve the presence of a phenomenon that marks the Southern landscape 
and its history by which Lee is understandably troubled but which, as these exam-
ples suggest, holds a powerful visual fascination for him. Two of the most ravish-
ing images in Lee’s corpus involve the Ku Klux Klan. The earlier appears in the 
early section of Malcolm X, the flashback to Malcolm Little’s childhood when he 
narrates the scene of the attack on his family. After an invading Klan set fire to the 
family’s home and threaten Malcolm’s father, a scene Denzel Washington narrates 
in flashback, the marauders flee on horseback “into the moonlight as suddenly as 
they had come.” Accompanying this voiceover is the shot shown in Figure 1. 
Enveloped by the haunting choral voices on the soundtrack, this image is arrest-
ing, and its visual and aural splendor, appearing at the end of the Klan’s violent 
attack, come as something of a surprise. 

A later instance of this same kind of imagery is even more striking. It appears at 
the end of BlacKkKlansman, when Ron and Patrice are interrupted in Ron’s apart-
ment by an ominous knock on his door at night. Transitioning by way of one of 
Lee’s signature rear-projection tracks, with the motionless couple appearing to 
move through space toward the viewer with their guns drawn, the sequence ends 
with a closeup on one of the Klansman contemplating his and his fellows’ sym-
bolic burning cross. Lee’s camera lingers on the shot of the Klansman conspicu-
ously, and the meticulous constructedness of its image compels our attention, as 
does the shot’s duration. Seeing the detail of the burning cross reflected in the 
Klansman’s eye, viewers are as mesmerized by this image as is he by the swirling 
conflagration. An image of pure hate, it is also groundless, in that we don’t know 

Figure 1 Screenshot from Malcolm X (dir. Spike Lee, USA 1992)
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where exactly the Klan gathering is taking place. Not purely fantastical, as we have 
encountered the Klan’s activities earlier in the film, it is unclear what actual spatial 
or temporal link this image and the sequence of the cross burning has to the action 
of the film at this point. Such a free-floating image thus further captivates viewers 
who are encouraged to invest, we might even say cathect, in its reifying of white 
supremacist evil. 

We might say that these shots exemplify what Todd McGowan, following 1970s 
and 1980s film theory, calls Lee’s “cinema of excess” in his book-length study of the 
director. McGowan refers explicitly to the work of Stephen Heath, Roland Barthes, 
and Kristin Thompson.6 Allowing for differences in their approaches, he never-
theless sums up their ways of conceiving filmic semiosis. “For each of them, filmic 
excess opposes itself to narrative and to signification; it is what doesn’t have a clear 
function in the filmic narrative or a clear meaning for the film’s signification.”7 
While the Klansmen’s action is part of the diegesis, Lee’s rendering of it as a highly 
aesthetic spectacle is, indeed, in excess of its narrative function. As Baldwin wrote 
about the protest novel, the “dazzling pyrotechnics of these current operas” keep 
them from engaging with humanity in the terms he valued.8 Though he writes 
about literature, such terminology is relevant to moments like these and others in 
Lee’s cinema. At issue with them is, indeed, their momentary quality. Highly 
wrought and strikingly pictorial, they in fact extend their temporal moment and 
impede the film’s narrative flow. Tom Gunning’s early but widely influential model 
of the cinema of attractions described this spectatorial quality of early film, and 
other scholars have shown how it persists in particular genres or aesthetic  gestures. 
Supercharged with the director’s energy and Lee’s visual flourish, such moments 
and the general mood of outrage they subtend are galvanizing. They are not, how-
ever, to again borrow from Baldwin, what he considers fully engaged in “devotion 
to the human being,” either that of the work’s characters or the reader/viewer’s 
response to them.9 As Baldwin says in “Everybody’s Protest Novel,” the “ fulfillment” 

Figure 2 Screenshot from BlacKkKlansman (dir. Spike Lee, USA 2019)
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of a character, as of our response to them, depends on their “ freedom” in  becoming 
or change. Divested of narrative temporality as many moments in Lee’s films are, 
they lock their images—and their subjects—into a languorous  stasis, inhibiting 
the unfolding or developing self Baldwin sees as key to narrative art.

In this sense it is important to note that for Malcolm X, Lee worked from 
Baldwin’s own original screenplay for Columbia Pictures about the civil rights 
icon. He credited Baldwin at certain points (though not at others), but when 
Baldwin’s family saw the finished film years after the author’s death, they asked 
Lee to remove any reference to him.10 And this fact furnishes ground for other 
ways to distinguish Lee’s filmmaking from Baldwin’s ideas about Black culture 
and the protest tradition. Among other points I suggest below is the irony 
 surrounding the fact that, despite Lee working from a Baldwin property, he 
departs significantly from the ways Baldwin sought to portray the civil rights 
leader. While there is little surprise in the fact of any screenwriter altering a 
script to her or his own creative vision, it is worth noting the ways that vision is 
at variance with the particular aspects of Malcolm that Baldwin worked hard to 
emphasize in his working script and, as he describes in his nonfiction, that he 
sought in general in his art.11

Baldwin wrote of his frustration with his Hollywood experience and his pro-
tracted and acrimonious conflict with the studio; it was a time he regretted bit-
terly. He refers to this singularly frustrating experience in The Devil Finds Work 
(1976) as “a gamble which I knew I might lose, and which I lost—a very bad day 
at the races: but I learned something.”12 The gamble Baldwin made was that he 
could depict Malcolm in the ways he wished and in a screenplay that was compli-
cated, nuanced, and true to his vision of the civil rights icon. What he learned was 
that the studios then, as perhaps even now, were not interested in such an approach 
to narrating a Black subject. 

Several critics have described Baldwin’s work in Hollywood as well. Erica 
Edwards succinctly describes the nature of Baldwin’s and Columbia’s tensions, 
saying, “The source of conflict during what Baldwin calls his ‘Hollywood sentence’ 
was the incompatibility between Baldwin’s fidelity to a multifarious, multilayered 
vision of Malcolm’s life and [the studio’s] desire for the sensationalistic story of 
charismatic leadership and interracial betrayal,” and she refers to Baldwin’s Holly-
wood clash as the 

conflict … between the demands of realism and Baldwin’s kaleidoscopic depiction of 
Malcolm’s life. Baldwin mobilizes the flashback and the placement of mirrors 
throughout the script to produce a narrative that attempts to render Malcolm out of 
linear representation, disrupting the reader’s—or viewer’s—expectations for political 
leadership or cinematic closure.13 

D. Quentin Miller makes similar observations about the differences between 
Baldwin’s script and Lee’s version of Malcolm’s story. He shares Edwards’s view, but 
he goes further, making some of the points I offer above about the tendentiousness 
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of Lee’s film and the ways they are at variance with Baldwin’s whole approach to 
the screenplay. 

In ways that Miller elaborates, Lee’s film, produced and released twenty years 
after Baldwin published his Malcolm screenplay as One Day When I Was Lost, in 
fact realized the studio ambition. Miller relies heavily on Baldwin’s description of 
his Malcolm script as a “confession,” citing David Leeming’s 1994 biography for 
this declaration.14 Contrasting Lee’s and Baldwin’s sensibilities, Miller states, 
“Baldwin’s use of the word ‘confession’ signals something crucial in his vision that 
cannot be accommodated by Lee’s, or by any film. Confessions are public declara-
tions of personal insights. Lee speaks of the Malcolm he sees, but Baldwin’s Mal-
colm is felt as well as seen.”15 These claims echo my emphases above on Lee’s 
cinema’s supreme visuality, notable perhaps most troublingly in his elaborately 
constructed images of the Klan as part of his extended “vision” of Malcolm’s life, 
indeed of the civil rights and Southern history Lee recounts across several films. 
Miller describes Baldwin’s script in the ways Edwards does, contrasting “Baldwin’s 
temporal experimentation” with the script against “Lee’s relatively straightforward 
three-stage structure” and claiming, piquantly, that “Baldwin’s inability to func-
tion within the Hollywood context and Lee’s resistance to making a film true to 
Baldwin’s vision are two sides of the same coin.”16 As Miller implies, that coin has 
Lee on one side, more closely aligned with the commercial imperative for a highly 
dramatic, forward-thrusting film with high production values and, on the other, 
an approach like Baldwin’s, which we would more readily associate with the exper-
imental or art cinema or even the essay film. Elsewhere Miller refers to Lee’s film’s 
“polemical excess” versus the way Baldwin’s approach to Malcolm “is insistent, 
critical, and powerful, [but] without resorting to shouting” in the ways Lee’s films 
so often do—recall Baldwin’s account of the protest novel’s “dazzling  pyrotechnics.”17

Recent approaches to racial narrative and Black-produced texts help illuminate 
this difference with an eye on Baldwin’s relevance for our contemporary context. 
What my discussion will emphasize next is a tone that we find in Baldwin’s think-
ing about Hollywood and the protest novel that also animates recent African 
American cinema, one that offers a decidedly different—but no less powerful—
claim on Black agency than did the New Black Cinema. If the tone of such films is 
at odds with Lee’s or others’ more overt politics, there is still much to gain by 
attending to the ways these films register the concerns Baldwin raised in his “Pro-
test Novel” essay as well as his fiction. Above all what they proffer is a version of 
African American subjecthood and experience that is no less insistent than Lee’s, 
but they do so in a manner that acknowledges loss and longing as well as love in a 
timbre that differs from New Black Cinema in its vanguard. 

As we’ve noted, Lee’s movies and the imagery in them are disturbing. But this is 
true in ways that insist on their political meaning, or their political as well as aes-
thetic “positioning” with a stridency that prevents what Anne Anlin Cheng, in her 
book The Melancholy of Race, calls an “ethics” of response. Cheng is at pains to 
delineate politics and ethics. She opens her book by asking readers to ponder the 
question, “How does an individual go from being a subject of grief to being a 
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subject of grievance?”18 Availing herself of examples from two very different art-
ists, Cheng meditates on Whitman’s 1851 ‘Crossing Brooklyn Ferry’ and Anna 
 Deavere Smith’s 1993 Twilight: Los Angeles 1992, and claims that they each pursue 
rhetorical modes that are exploratory and questioning about the premise of Amer-
ican conflict and union.19 They both

reveal from two historical vantages the fundamental history of loss and retention that 
finds and continues to sustain America. Smith’s concluding urban vision … delineates 
a momentary negotiation, rather than erasure, of the past and future ravages of racial 
antipathy. In a world defined by sides, where everyone speaks in the vocabulary of 
‘them’ vs. ‘us,’ not to take a side means to exist in an insistent, resistant middle ground 
that is also nowhere.20

Cheng’s sense of a “resistant middle ground” is not an anodyne, timid non- 
position vis-à-vis the racial landscape. In her account of it as a “negotiation,” she 
recalls Baldwin’s insistence in “Everybody’s Protest Novel” on the “void” from 
which “our unknown selves, demanding, forever, a new act of creation” as that 
“which can save us.”21 Lee’s image of the Klan or his use of the most incendiary 
images from the racial archive—Rodney King’s beating, the Charlottesville riot—
present the “ravages of racial antipathy,” as Cheng puts it in the passage above, in 
their baldest form. There is no negotiating with such images or with those in 
which Lee embeds them. Particularly in their aestheticized, spectacular aspect, 
they construct a rigidly demarcated space of separation between their content and 
the viewer. There is nothing “unknown” about this imagery and our relation to it 
or anything in it that would relate, as Baldwin avers, to “our unknown selves.” Nor 
can such a cinema “save us” or allow or what Cheng calls an ethical response to a 
racially concerned art. 

Cheng’s question about grief versus grievance is important, and it allows me to 
turn to the recent adaptation of Baldwin’s If Beale Street Could Talk and to other 
examples of racial melancholy they offer. Cheng avers that this shift 

from suffering injury to speaking out against that injury, has always provoked pro-
found questions about the meaning of hurt and its impact. Although it may seem that 
the existence of racial injury in this country is hardly debatable, it is precisely at such 
moments when racial injury is most publicly pronounced that its substance and tan-
gibility come into question.22 

What Cheng and Baldwin’s earlier challenge to the protest tradition suggests is 
that the “ravages of racial antipathy”—such as Baldwin saw in the protest novel 
and I describe in Lee’s films—do not proffer a view of ourselves in relation to the 
larger world, one that includes seeing ourselves as (racial) subjects differently or in 
a way that we did not already. 

Barry Jenkins’s Beale Street operates differently from films like Lee’s. The film is 
frankly, unapologetically romantic, opening on a lush overhead shot of a 
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pastoral- seeming New York while Fonny and Tish walk hand in hand and kiss, a 
memory of hers from earlier in their life that segues by way of her voiceover to a 
contemporary scene when she tells Fonny of her pregnancy while he’s in jail. Fon-
ny’s  expression of concern at the news conveys the most elemental truths of his 
 predicament, the simplest human fact of the challenges of impending fatherhood. 
That this fact is compounded by his circumstances—wrongly incarcerated due to 
his race—is the film’s central concern, as it is the novel’s. Yet Jenkins’s manner of 
initiating the story does not create space between his characters and the viewer, 
but rather seeks a ground for them to share, “an insistent, resistant middle ground” 
in Cheng’s formulation. 

Among the ways Jenkins does this is by creating a particular kind of cinematic 
encounter for viewers. One way to describe this would be to say that, unlike Lee, 
who offers provocations and images before which viewers stand at a distance (and 
in awe), Jenkins’s cinema draws viewers in. This is a banal-seeming observation 
and one that admittedly does not allow for the vast differences between subject 
matter or genre—the fact that Lee’s epic biopic of Malcolm X or his dramatizing of 
Ron Stallworth’s undercover infiltration of the Klan do not purport to offer inti-
macy with their protagonists. Yet Jenkins’s choice, not only to present romance 
across a range of pictures including the Beale Street adaptation but also in  Medicine 
for Melancholy (2008) and, in a different but no less plaintive way, in Moonlight 
(2016), is entirely to the point. Like other contemporary Black film artists—as well 
as many scholars working in critical race studies—Jenkins tarries with the elegiac 
or mournful in ways that 1990s Black directors wouldn’t let themselves. 

My account of Beale Street follows from the evocations and implications of Jen-
kins’s use of cinematic time. For example, in an early scene of the couple’s love-
making, Jenkins offers a two-minute long single take of them in Fonny’s apartment. 
The shyness and vulnerability they both feel is supported or “held” by this scrupu-
lous editing, as Jenkins offers an intimacy and humanity that is the opposite of 
Lee’s spectacular optical constructions. In a cinematic language that expresses one 
of Baldwin’s precepts in his essay, Jenkins’s film in these ways shows how “our 
humanity is our burden, our life; we need not battle for it; we need only to do what 
is infinitely more difficult—that is, accept it.”23 Jenkins “does” very little in such 
depictions of his characters; he accepts them and their life as lovers. In so doing he 
does what Baldwin does for his characters in his novel.

The extended take of the lovers’ gentle touching is redolent of much. In the 
shot’s duration and its closeness to the characters, it enacts what film theory calls 
“haptic” cinema, a practice that solicits viewers’ full sensory engagement with the 
medium.24 There is no nudity or anything exploitative or prurient; we don’t exactly, 
or merely, “watch” the scene voyeuristically. In ways that are respectful as well as 
intimate, Jenkins allows viewers to share a spatiotemporal experience with his 
characters, to encounter their vulnerability and perhaps relive our own. 

This quality of Jenkins’s film is evident in other moments. The sequences of 
Fonny in his studio naturally seek to convey his engagement with his medium as 
a sculptor. In another extended take while he works on one of his pieces, we see 
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Fonny work on the woodblock from a camera angle that encompasses the entire 
space of the studio while he chisels. True to the period of the story’s events, Fonny, 
like other characters throughout the film, smokes, and the wispy clouds he exhales, 
along with the sawdust he blows, suffuse the shot with another sensory element; 
we can practically touch or smell the atmosphere—or be touched by it.25 

Baldwin himself refers to such a mode indirectly in his commentary on film in 
The Devil Finds Work, focusing on the matter of touch and its impact within film 
viewing that I emphasize here. He does so while speaking about an earlier picture, 
Lawrence Kramer’s The Defiant Ones (1958), which starred Sidney Poitier and 
Tony Curtis as escaped convicts who must overcome their mutual racial enmity as 
they escape from prison. The film has long vexed scholars owing to its shallow 
liberalism and its strained ending, when Poitier’s Noah gives up a chance to escape 
the sheriff ’s posse in order to help his ailing, newly embraced white “buddy.” The 
film’s muted account of what gender scholars would call its evident homosocial 
subtext prompted Baldwin to remark of the film, “I doubt that Americans will ever 
be able to face the fact that the word, homosexual, is not a noun. The root of this 
word, as Americans use it—or, as the word uses Americans—simply involves a 
term of any human touch, since any human touch can change you.”26 

Baldwin’s focus is on the close of The Defiant Ones, which depicts the white and 
Black men in a literal embrace that is as sentimental as it was soothing to a bur-
geoning civil rights era audience. More recently Michael Boyce Gillespie comments 
on Baldwin’s remarks about the film and refers to his claim for “the connotative 
capacity of touch” and the “mutuality and change that Baldwin” sees in it.27 In the 
ways I’ve described Beale Street, in the long take of Tish and Fonny’s lovemaking or 
of Fonny in his studio, in our encounter with the film as a form of touch—these 
aspects of it allow for a “mutuality” between its spectator and for change that, I use 
Baldwin to suggest, the visual adamancy of a director like Lee cannot. 

Lee’s visual acuity is among his art’s accomplishments. And far be it from any 
scholar to impugn a cinema of powerful, evocative imagery. All films are supremely, 
if not above all, visual in their appeal, of course. And Jenkins’s picture is no 
 exception. His particular visual mode, however, including key elements of mise-
en-scène, differs meaningfully from those examples in Lee I’ve cited. In my refer-
ence above to the quality of mutuality between viewer and film that defines Beale 
Street, I mean to refer to the combination of the personal, the “human,” and the 
political—what Cheng might term “ethical”—that defines Baldwin’s thinking 
about writing and race. This is Cheng’s “middle ground” as well as that “something 
resolutely indefinable” that Baldwin posited against the surety of the protest novel 
and that, in Lee’s example, I see in a cinema that proffers great beauty, but which 
often does so in the service of a strict separating of the viewer from the horror as 
well as grandeur of what is viewed. This is not a function of Baldwin’s queerness, 
per se, or of Jenkins’s sexuality as a cis director. Critics have, in fact, referred to 
Baldwin’s “intersectional imagination” and to Jenkins’s sensibility in rendering it 
onscreen. It is what Tre’vell Anderson, writing in Out, attributes to the filmmaker. 
He quotes Tarall Alvin McCraney, the author of the play In Moonlight Black Boys 
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Look Blue (the source for Jenkins’s Moonlight), describing as an aspect of Jenkins’s 
approach: 

It’s profound how much [directors] don’t pay attention to what’s on the page … but 
Barry pays attention to what’s there, to what the feelings are of how the words come 
together to make a thing happen. He does deep dives into the nuance of language and 
that, in truth, is where the queer imagination lies. Because everything is how one sees 
the black and the white, but also the purple and the green.28 

As Anderson goes on to say about Jenkins’s ability to convey a queer subject, iden-
tity, or aesthetic, “It’s this attention to detail that allows Jenkins to capture the 
essence of an experience unlike his own and transpose it in a way still authentic to 
its source.”29 

One way of defining Jenkins’s “cinema of nuance” is by attention to color. Chro-
matic density varies across film stocks, including the many variations that a con-
stantly evolving digital landscape includes. Jenkins’s “palette” for Moonlight, for 
example, which he developed with his cinematographer James Laxton—who also 
shot Beale Street—and his colorist Alex Bickel, was decidedly diaphanous and 
shimmering, as critics have noted. Some of this undoubtedly owed to the film’s 
approach to its subject, its novel account of Black masculinity on screen expressed 
in its title and in one character’s memorable line (the source of the title of 
McCraney’s play), “In moonlight black boys look blue.” Jenkins’s and Laxton’s 
approach to Beale Street was different. There they used the digital intermediate 
(DI) process of restoring to their footage some of the properties of the Technicolor 
celluloid stock used in the 1950s melodramas that the movie emulates. The film’s 
creators’ enormous sensitivity to such modulations is evident in every shot, par-
ticularly in the dense chromatic richness of costuming, location, and the film’s 
overall pictorialism. The matching yellow of Tish’s dress with the autumn leaves in 
the opening and its reappearance standing out in subsequent dark, evening 
sequences; the teal green of Fonny’s sweater; the predominance of a pattern like 
paisley; the deep red of the vinyl seats at the Greenwich Village restaurants where 
the couple and, later, Tish and her sister eat—these surfaces, textures, and materi-
als of dress or décor are rendered in extraordinary depth and tacticity by the film’s 
material workings. Telling Tish and Fonny’s story, Jenkins does so in a manner 
similar to other directors such as David Lynch, whose own films’ mise-en-scène 
has been described as effecting neuro-emotive responses in viewers that are like 
the sensations one feels upon falling in love.30 

Scholars have commented on the uniqueness of Black screen romance. And 
their remarks are helpful to thinking through the particular aesthetic properties of 
Jenkins’s film in relation to Baldwin’s young lovers. Yogita Goyal writes in Romance, 
Diaspora, and Black Atlantic Literature about the dislocations of transnationalism 
but also the ways in which “the sign of Africa,” whether referenced directly or 
proffered as a utopian “phantasm” of a racial future, features in Black art.31 Her 
focus on the romance genre allows her to claim for it a quality that, I suggest, 
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 Jenkins expresses in his film. She refers to romance as “a form that … helps black 
Atlantic writers collapse distances of time and space to imagine a simultaneity of 
experience.”32 Elsewhere, Goyal cites Baldwin directly as evidence of the writer’s 
felt need to overcome isolation and the search for a sense of home. She refers to his 
essay “Encounter on the Seine” and “this depthless alienation from oneself and 
one’s people [that] is, in sum, the American experience.”33 

The “whole” of what Goyal terms diasporic romance appears in the love scene 
with Tish and Fonny and in Fonny’s studio in the means by which Jenkins renders 
them: the long take, the 360-degree spatial rotation.34 In ways Goyal outlines about 
time, the novel and the film’s displaced temporality allow Baldwin’s narrative its 
“progressive history read backwards from a future point of redemption.”35 That 
futurity is intimated in the film’s ending. Set in a prison visiting room, with Fonny 
having accepted a plea bargain and still incarcerated, the final scene might seem to 
undermine hope. Yet its tone is otherwise. Alonzo Jr. is drawing happily, his par-
ents’ love is still strong, and the Black family, which the film has exalted through-
out its story by way of the Rivers’ deep commitment to one another and to Fonny, 
will clearly flourish. Appearing at the end of a disjointed, often desperate narra-
tive, this ultimately hopeful ending comports with Goyal’s account of Black and 
diaspora romance. Beale Street may not recall the Middle Passage in the particular 
ways Goyal implies about African American literary romance. But the film’s tem-
poral breaks and discontinuities are, if anything, more dislocating of typical nar-
rative “progress” than even those of the novel. And Goyal’s reference to the Jubilee 
is implied in Jenkins’s singularly bright outlook for his young couple.36

The nuclear family is not often the focus of African American film. Nor was it, 
we know, the specific subject of the protest tradition Baldwin questioned in his 
essay. But it is among the points of Baldwin’s novel that Jenkins emphasizes. Tish 
ends her narration in the book lamenting the endless crying of her new baby. 
Here the writer seeks and finds a common humanist ground. The film’s plot and 
its ending, especially, replay the novel’s focus on generational ties, the “Jubilee” of 
its main characters’ future life together after Fonny’s release from prison— 
Jenkins’s nod to contemporary enslavement in the prison-industrial complex. 
The prison sequence that ends the film plays out quietly, with the family saying 
grace together over the snacks Tish brought and Fonny teasing his son affection-
ately about the job he has so as to pay for them. If it is notable that Jenkins shows 
such regard for the characters Baldwin conceived, that is because it is only now 
that he finds himself able to do so. The success of Moonlight clearly played a role 
here, allowing the director to turn to material and to ways of presenting it to 
viewers that he might not have been as free to do prior to his film receiving the 
Academy Award for Best Picture in 2017. But to be able to adapt Baldwin’s novel 
for the screen in the ways he does says much about changes in Black film in the 
most recent years. 

One of those ways includes another notable break from not only other Black 
cinema, but from Baldwin’s novel itself. Reviews of the picture were often strong. 
Some, however, took issue with Jenkins’s notable departures from his source. 
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These critics felt that the director softened the novel’s realism in several ways, 
including omitting Fonny’s father’s suicide and his friend Daniel’s story of hav-
ing been raped in prison. These are fair objections. Yet some of the same review-
ers who pointed them out allowed that, notwithstanding these omissions, 
Jenkins’s film offered something important in their stead.37 I suggest that that 
something can be found in Jenkins’s film and in a release that followed it, one 
that shares the political value of what Kevin Quashie calls Black “quiet,” and 
whose thinking helps me draw the lines of my discussion together. 

I turn in closing to another recent film, one released after Jenkins’s Beale Street 
that bears no direct link to Baldwin. Yet its manner and its tone are close to aspects 
of Jenkins’s film and to the questions I’ve sought to raise about the place in con-
temporary Black cinema for the nature of Baldwin’s temperament as evident in 
some of the works I’ve mentioned. In particular it extends the note of melancholy 
and reflectiveness I’ve meant to stress in Baldwin’s art and his legacy for recent 
African American cinema. 

The film I refer to is Joe Talbot’s The Last Black Man in San Francisco. Released 
in 2019, it received far less fanfare than Jenkins’s Beale Street, his Oscar-winning 
Moonlight, and certainly than Lee’s 1992 Malcolm X or most of Lee’s films since. 
Talbot, who is white, wrote the screenplay based on a story by his Black childhood 
friend Jimmy Fails, with whom he grew up in San Francisco and who plays the 
lead character of the same name. Clearly the finished film is a collaboration 
between the two and is based on their shared experiences. And while there are no 
interracial relationships in the all-Black story, the fact of Talbot and Fails’s shared 
investment in the film’s story and its production allows a version of what some 
scholars have recently called for in defining African American film. Michael 
Gillespie, for example, calls for an entire redefinition of what he calls “film black-
ness” rather than Black film. In particular, he urges a turn toward the aesthetic and 
formal properties of film art that he describes as following, not from direct 
accounts of the Black “lifeworld,” but from the variations in approaches to narra-
tive, medium, image-making, and the film industry (with an eye on independent 
production) that have determined notions of “cinema” since its advent.38 Gilles-
pie’s approach is enormously capacious while also extremely rigorous, and he 
offers the most compelling account for an approach to scholarship about African 
American cinema and art that we have. To do justice to his subtle yet vigorous 
recasting of a term such as “Black film” is beyond the scope of this discussion. Yet 
some of his key assertions are salient to Talbot and Fails’s film as a legacy of Bald-
win’s call for an alternative to protest writing. 

One way Gillespie orients his discussion is by way of earlier attempts at just 
such a reframing as his. Referring to Mark Reid’s Redefining Black Film (1993), 
Gillespie sees great value in Reid’s own call for a “guiding attention to polyphony” 
as well as to films made outside the commercial mainstream.39 Yet he distinguishes 
his own approach from what he terms Reid’s “prescriptive prerogative,” asking, 
“Does any good really come from refusing to let art exceed your expectations?”40 
Gillespie’s apostrophe, as I take it, addresses an interlocutor like Reid and other 
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Black scholars who define Black cinema by way of strict attention to its creators’ 
race as determinative of a work’s value. As he puts it, 

Black film offers a vast array of possibilities for conceiving race in creative terms, and 
film blackness follows through on that promise without devaluing a lifeworld or over-
valuing an art. Film blackness restages the conceptual casting of blackness as equal 
parts thought, élan, aesthetic, and inheritance. This is not a simple matter, nor should 
it be.41 

If we allow that Lee’s artistry is formidable in his treatment of certain tropes—like 
the Klan—we can also say that such examples demonstrate “overvaluing an art” in 
his lavish, extravagant productions. 

In something of a felicitous turn, Talbot and Fails, neither of whom had any 
filmmaking experience before the movie, got their start on making the picture 
after soliciting advice from Jenkins, who they knew had shot Medicine for Melan-
choly in San Francisco.42 What specific input he offered is not known. What is clear 
is that the younger artists found something in Jenkins’s approach to his filmmak-
ing that imbues their own picture. 

Gillespie does not discuss this affinity or Talbot and Fails’s exchange with Jen-
kins. He does, however, refer to the city as Black topos in ways that describe 
elements of The Last Black Man that I mean to extol as an avatar of Baldwin’s 
artistic and political ethos. He speaks, first, about San Francisco as a place in 
which the characters in Medicine for Melancholy experience “the rhythmic traces 
of histories and cultures” and “that produce the city as an affective phenome-
non.”43 The Last Black Man is expressly about the city’s histories: Jimmy spends 
the film trying to restore the home he believes his father built and where he grew 
up, but from which gentrification has displaced him. Gillespie’s use of de Cer-
teau’s account of urbanism as a narrative space speaks directly to Talbot and 
Fails’s story of Jimmy’s displacement. De Certeau’s musings on perambulation, 
loss, and urbanism offer terms that are suggestive of the dislocations Talbot and 
Fails trace in their film. 

[T]he geometrical space of urbanists and architects seems to have the “proper mean-
ing” constructed by grammarians and linguistics in order to have a normal and 
 normative level to which they can compare the drifting of “figurative” language. In 
reality, this faceless “proper” meaning … cannot be found in current use, whether 
verbal or pedestrian.44 

Elsewhere de Certeau puts it concisely in ways that apply clearly to Fails’s charac-
ter: “To walk is to lack a place. It is the indefinite process of being absent and in 
search of a proper.”45 

Talbot and Fails open the film with its two main characters waiting for the bus 
after witnessing a young Black girl confront a white sanitation worker in a HazMat 
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suit, then a local speechifier holding forth about racial inequity. They then effort-
lessly glide to a neighborhood miles away, traversing well-known parts of San 
Francisco and encountering the range of ethnic, class, racial, and mental health 
conditions of the city’s denizens. (Seeing the two men riding a skateboard together, 
one addled former hippie chases them while undressing and says, “Take me with 
you!”) The San Francisco we see at the outset foregrounds what the dispossessed 
Jimmy has already experienced as what de Certeau calls “an immense social expe-
rience of lacking a place,” a fact that his hostile encounters with the white occu-
pants of his former home later in the film make clear.46 The film’s sorrowful, 
tuba-accompanied rearrangement of Scott McKenzie’s 1960s anthem “Are You 
Going to San Francisco?” further layers the city’s history into Talbot and Fails’s 
depiction of its wandering protagonist.47 

Perhaps more important is the role in the story of Kevin Quashie’s notion of 
“quiet.” In his The Sovereignty of Quiet: Beyond Resistance in Black Culture, Quashie 
begins by urging readers to see the inexpressed interiority of iconic moments of 
Black resistance that are often overlooked. Referring to the endless repetition of 
the photo of Tommie Smith’s and John Carlos’s raised fists at the 1968 Olympics, 
Quashie asks us to note the fact that both men are also at the same time praying. 
“In truth the beauty of the protest is enhanced by noting the intimacy, in reading 
Smith and Carlos not only as soldiers in a larger war against oppression but also as 
two people in a moment of deep spirituality, in prayer, as vulnerable as they are 
aggressive.”48 Echoing the tone and very nearly the language of Baldwin’s “Protest 
Novel” essay, Quashie writes of the athletes, “what is compelling is their humanity 
on display, the unexpected glimpse we get of the inner dimensions of their public 
bravery.”49 Most relevant to my earlier discussion of Spike Lee, and in ways that 
point a way forward to my final observations about Baldwin’s legacy in contempo-
rary film, Quashie asserts: 

As an identity, blackness is always supposed to tell us something about race or racism, 
or about America, or violence and struggle and triumph over poverty and hopeful-
ness. The determination to see blackness only through a social public lens, as if there 
were no inner life, is racist … But it has also been adopted by black culture … it creeps 
into the consciousness of the black subject, especially the artist, as the imperative to 
represent. Such expectation is part of the inclination to understand black culture 
through the lens of resistance.50 

If such views seem apt for thinking about Lee in the ways I have suggested, they 
also clear a path for the heretofore anomalous character of Jimmy Fails in his and 
Talbot’s film. Such quiet “vagary” as Quashie calls for defines Jimmy throughout. 
He rarely raises his voice; often scenes reveal him looking at his surroundings 
rather than acting on them or with others. His very name carries the sense of mel-
ancholy or disappointment that seems etched in, not only his face, but his move-
ments and an unspoken, but nonetheless movingly conveyed interiority. 
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Yet Jimmy’s quiet should not be mistaken for quietude, as least not in a political 
sense. His performance and the film’s understated mood are the opposite of Spike 
Lee’s or other protest directors’ version of “public Blackness,” fully formed posi-
tions and subjectivities that they pit against forces of oppression or specific white 
or same-race antagonists (as in the “hood” pictures). Very little happens in his and 
Talbot’s film. It includes scenes of Jimmy and his friend Monte, an artist and aspir-
ing playwright, watching movies with Jimmy’s blind father, and its “climax” is 
Monte’s late mounting of his long-gestating play, staged in Jimmy’s old Victorian 
house. It is here, finally, in Jimmy’s striving, his state of “becoming” rather than an 
active, decisive, oppositional being that he offers what Baldwin sought long ago in 
questioning the long protest tradition that extended from Uncle Tom’s Cabin 
through Native Son and, I suggest, Spike Lee’s early films, including his “breakout” 
picture Do the Right Thing. Jimmy Fails, Monte, and the forlorn scene they inhabit 
in San Francisco conjure what in the protest essay Baldwin calls the “void, our 
unknown selves, demanding, forever, a new act of creation.”51 That new act 
includes the making and collective viewing of Talbot and Fails’s and Jenkins’s 
films, as well as those of many others who furnish glimpses of Black melancholy 
or becoming: Jordan Peele with Get Out (2017), Lee Daniels with Precious (2009), 
Jenkins’s earlier films, including Medicine for Melancholy as well as Moonlight, and 
Regina King’s One Night in Miami (2020). This is a cinematic tradition at odds 
with earlier films such as those that defined New Black Cinema but one which, I 
suggest, emerges from Baldwin’s example and his work. 

Talbot and Fails made a deeply personal movie. Despite Talbot’s role, it can 
hardly be accused of “devaluing [the] lifeworld” of its Black characters, including 
Fails, playing a version of himself as a displaced, wistful young man confronting 
gentrification in one of the world’s most expensive cities. In addition to his friend 
Monte, there are other characters present on the film’s—but not the city’s—mar-
gins, notably a group of young men who have appeared as seminal types in cycles 
like the 1990s films of the New Black Cinema. In one of the movie’s many willful 
subversions of Black film and its capacity to “let art exceed your expectations,” 
these tertiary figures appear initially as they have in other representations: menac-
ing, sullen, confrontational. Jimmy interacts with them at points throughout the 
movie. They are familiar with one another, and he and Monte communicate in 
both the group’s street vernacular and in their own uninflected, standard locution. 
At one moment, we see Monte in an exchange with the nameless men he and 
Jimmy encounter periodically on the street. “You’re doing marvelous work,” he 
tells them, commenting on the performative nature of their “street theater” 
personae. “Remember Stanislavski, Gratowski,” he urges. “I believe you. But we 
can go deeper.” 

In an astonishing sequence late in the film, the two friends come upon the 
group as described above. And in it, they and the film “go deeper” indeed. They 
gang-like members are silently milling; something bad has clearly happened. 
When Jimmy queries them with a powerful demand that they explain what’s going 
on, we glean the cause of their sullenness: one of their members has been shot and 
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killed. What ensues is what appears initially as a standard male challenge, one the 
filmmakers structure deliberately to elicit foreboding and suggest incipient vio-
lence. When Jimmy calls out angrily that it was “your fault” that their mutual 
friend died, one of the group’s members approaches him while Monte looks on 
uneasily. While each character directs vitriol and the n-word at the other, with the 
gang intoning off-screen “You going to let him say that?,” Jimmy confronts his 
antagonist in close up. The next moment in the sequence stuns. Recalling Anne 
Cheng’s question, “How does an individual go from being a subject of grief to 
being a subject of grievance?”, the film here reverses the question, as Jimmy’s chal-
lenger suddenly collapses on his shoulder, weeping. The subject of grievance (or 
anger or of demanding redress) becomes a subject of grief, a mournful, weeping 
intimate.

Embracing the sobbing man, with the others in the group emoting and Monte 
bowing his head, Jimmy’s position and the sequence are ultimately more faithful 
to the Black “lifeworld” than we had been led to expect by the editing, the content, 
and the backdrop of what I began this essay calling a kind of protest movie in the 
New Black Cinema and the films of Spike Lee. These characters change before our 
eyes in that they defy convention and what we—or they themselves—expect of 
certain screen personae or types. This is also the temporal becoming and what in 
the essay Baldwin calls a human “fulfillment” that a cinema of spectacle or protest 
would deny.

This moment is not the ending of the film. I close with it, however, because it 
offers a way to see The Last Black Man revise aspects of race relations and racial 
solidarity that in Baldwin’s work remained vexed—such as his meeting the 
French Algerian man in “Encounter on the Seine” or his troubled time in 

Figure 3 Screenshot from The Last Black Man in San Francisco (dir. Joe 
Talbot, USA 2019)
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Hollywood working on the Malcolm X script. An important element of this 
sequence, and part of the Baldwinian echoes of Talbot and Fails’s film, is what it 
allows for mutuality, for recognition, for what Baldwin in the “Protest Novel” 
essay called characters’ as well as our “freedom.” The “gangsters” in the film are 
not bound by their partial resemblance to similar characters in earlier movies or 
their counterparts in US cities. And unlike what Tom Gunning might call Spike 
Lee’s use of a cinema of “attractions” in his films’ reliance on spectacle, Talbot 
and Fails offer a film that, in moments like this, literally relies on the sense of 
touch, on a conjoining of its characters and, with them, the spectator who par-
takes of their physical and spatial intimacy. Like the interracial male bonding at 
the end of The Defiant Ones, this moment shows a reconciliation. Unlike in The 
Defiant Ones, the intraracial moment of unity here is plausible—if we follow 
Baldwin’s call for an art that renders its subjects in their most basic human state. 
Jimmy’s anger at the start of the scene that led to the seeming confrontation is 
evident, and it is the only moment in the movie when he expresses a “grievance.” 
But it is not one based only on a racial subjectivity. As he declares, asking for an 
answer to what happened, “He was my friend too!” That claim demands a 
response. And the reaction he gets involves a moment of Black sympathy and 
affection rather than outrage. 

That response involves our own encounter with a moment of affect and mutual 
support. Finding ourselves again in intense proximity to the characters, as we were 
in Tish and Fonny’s love scene in Beale Street, lingering with them as they absorb 
and respond to the other’s presence, we become imbricated into the characters’ 
spatial awareness in San Francisco, the scene of so much displacement in the film’s 
diegesis and in Talbot and Fails’s experience—like that of so many of the city’s 
denizens. The scene in The Last Black Man essays a unity between its characters, 
who arrive in the diegetic space from very different backgrounds. Yet through the 
film’s workings, they manage a profound connection, despite other than racial dif-
ferences (here class and, potentially, education). They strike, that is, a positive 
diasporic note that was missing in Beale Street. When Sharon travels to Puerto 
Rico to confront Victoria Rogers about her false accusation against Fonny, she 
fails; cross-racial unity in Baldwin’s vision for his novel world was not fully possi-
ble.52 While the scene in The Last Black Man is not interracial, its evidence of 
overcoming class and educational distinctions allows it a meaningful hope. The 
diaspora romance Baldwin imagined for the novel version of Beale Street extended 
into Jenkins’s adaptation, as we noted. It also recurs here, though, in the later film’s 
vision of Black connectedness. At the close of “Everybody’s Protest Novel,” 
 Baldwin writes, “The failure of the protest novel lies in its rejection of life, the 
human being, dread, power, in its insistence that it is his categorization alone 
which is real and which cannot be transcended.”53 Baldwin’s fiction showed such a 
transcendence for his Black women and men. So too do examples like Jenkins’s 
and other recent films, including The Last Black Man and its tarrying with both 
grief and grievance. In the work of film artists who followed Baldwin, both those 
who were directly influenced by his work as well as others who shared his 
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convictions, we see what is real about the Black lifeworld and what aspects of it—
and of its earlier representation in film—can be transcended, both within the 
worlds of the films and, with Baldwin’s urging in mind, possibly without. 
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